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ABSTRACT 

This report presents Deliverable 2.4 (Algorithms providing effects of array changes on economics) 

which details the algorithms for implementa3on of the effects of array changes on device cost. It also 

describes the overall methodology to determine the LCOE as calculated in the DTOcean tool. 

The main findings of Deliverable 2.3 (Algorithms providing effects of array changes on performance) 

are also presented in this deliverable as the energy produc3on has an important role on the LCOE 

calcula3on.  

This document strongly focuses on the impact of array changes on the LCOE.  

Two case studies are also presented to illustrate these interac3ons. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

DTOcean is a European funded research project that aims to develop a suite of shared-access numer-

ical design tools for wave and 3dal energy arrays. Within the framework of Work Package 2 a module 

simula3ng the hydrodynamic interac3ons between devices in an array is being programmed. This mod-

ule primary aim is to find the op3mal number of devices to be deployed while minimising the losses 

due to hydrodynamic interac3ons. Constraints associated with the leasing agreement typically shape 

the op3miza3on domain, although other work packages/modules will be able to provide further no-

go areas to the lease area. 

Deliverable 2.4 reports the key outcomes of two tasks necessary towards the delivery of WP2 module: 

task 2.4 concerns the development of algorithms providing the effects of array changes on the power 

produc3on, and task 2.5 deals with the development of algorithms providing the device cost depend-

ency on array changes. 1  

The main goal of the present document is to disclose the key aspects underlying the development of 

the algorithms providing the power produc3on and cost device dependency on array changes. In other 

words, it consists of describing the methodology for the implementa3on of these algorithms as well 

as illustra3ng their use through simple case studies.  

While preliminary results generated by WP2 algorithms are included in this report, advanced func-

3onal tes3ng and verifica3on of the whole WP2 module is outside the scope of Deliverable 2.4. The 

overriding objec3ve of the case studies is limited to having ini3al sensi3vity analysis allowing the meas-

ure of the impacts of device costs and energy produc3on due to array changes.  

Deliverable 2.4 kicks off with a state-of-the-art analysis of the economic assessment of Marine Renew-

able Energy (MRE, which includes wave and 3dal energy converters) arrays in chapter 2. Subsequently, 

chapter 3 details the methodology for the development of the algorithms carried out in tasks 2.4 and 

2.5 on the one hand, and expose the preliminary results provided by these algorithms, on the other 

hand. 

  

                                                           
1 It should be noted here that Deliverable 2.4 par3ally depicts the algorithms that form Deliverable 

2.3. Since the latest Deliverable 2.3 actually corresponds to the code itself, it was decided to keep 

record of these algorithms in a wriCen format inside Deliverable 2.4, which ul3mately forms a more 

comprehensive overview of WP2 module than just focusing on the device costs issue.  
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2 STATE-OF-THE-ART ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF MARINE RENEWABLE ENERGY 

ARRAYS 

2.1 THE CHOICE OF THE LCOE INDICATOR FOR DTOCEAN 

The electricity generated by marine energy arrays will be fed into the main grid and can be bought, 

sold and traded as any other commodity. Prices in the electricity markets are based on the marginal 

cost, which is the cost of dispatching an addi3onal unit of energy (usually in terms of €/MWh). Like 

other renewable energy technologies such as wind and solar, marine energy has low marginal costs (in 

fact, close to zero). Renewable energy resources are seemingly free when compared to fuel powered 

power plants, as there are no fuel expenditures associated. However, marine technologies require a 

higher ini3al investment and, in order to obtain an adequate return on investment, it is required to sell 

electricity at a higher average price than their marginal cost. Therefore, the marginal cost is not a good 

indicator to assess and compare the costs of energy technologies over their life3me. 

As indicated by the Interna3onal Energy Agency (IEA), the no�on of levelized costs of electricity (LCOE) 

is a handy tool for comparing the unit costs of different technologies over their economic life. It would 

correspond to the cost of an investor assuming the certainty of produc�on costs and the stability of 

electricity prices (1).  

Concretely, LCOE is defined as the total lifecycle costs (i.e., the sum of all capital costs and life3me 

opera3on and maintenance costs, discounted to present value) divided by the electricity genera3on 

to grid accumulated throughout the technology’s life3me (also discounted to present value) (2). A 

common representa3on of this is shown in (2.1). 
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	 (2.1) 

LCOE  = Levelized Cost of Energy  

AEPt = Annual electricity produc on (at year t) 

r  = Discount rate 

n   = Life me of the system 

t    =  Project year, from the start of the project (year 0) to the final year of the project (year n) 

 

This equa3on can be used for different energy systems, and other cost centres can be added as needed. 

For renewable energy systems, which have no fuel or carbon costs, it is common to simplify the equa-

3on down to: 

• Investment costs, commonly called CAPEX: these are assumed to happen all in year 0, for the 

simplicity of the calcula3on. However this value can be adjusted to account the 3me it takes 

to develop a project. Investment costs can also be divided into procurement costs (cost of 

purchasing the elements in a project), installa3on costs and administra3ve costs. 
 

• Opera3onal costs, commonly called OPEX: all the cost incurred during the opera3onal life3me 

of the project. For more simple calcula3ons these are can be assumed as fixed rate throughout 

the life3me of the project, some3mes expressed as a percentage of the CAPEX in less mature 
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technologies for which the opera3onal costs are s3ll subject to high uncertainty. However, op-

era3onal costs are not fixed. There will be a part of fixed costs related to administra3ve and 

other recurrent costs, but maintenance opera3ons, especially correc3ve ones, will had a vari-

able element to the opera3onal costs. Mid-life refit contribu3on to OPEX is comparable to that 

of planned or correc3ve maintenance (3), but happens once during the life3me of the project. 

This means that there will be a period with significantly higher costs (and lower produc3on). 

• Decommissioning costs are some3mes included in the OPEX. However, like opera3onal costs, 

in the case of less mature technologies, it may be hard to es3mate the actual values for de-

commission, meaning that it is also common for these costs to be expressed as a percentage 

of CAPEX or of Installa3on costs. It is also common that decommissioning cost are not included, 

as due to the nature of the present value calcula3on, its impact on the LCOE is very small. 

 

The impact of these cost centres in the LCOE is also a func3on of the life3me of the project and the 

discount rate. 

The chosen life3me of the project has a big influence on the rela3ve contribu3on of CAPEX and OPEX 

to the LCOE, as well as the value of LCOE itself. Shorter projects, such as prototype and technology 

demonstra3on ones, will have fewer produc3on years to offset the high ini3al costs2. Furthermore, the 

balance between CAPEX and OPEX will be skewed towards CAPEX. Typical values used in LCOE analysis 

for wave and 3dal energy are between 15-25 years. First arrays are assumed to have a shorter dura3on, 

but the most common value found is 20 years (1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8). 

To illustrate the influence of the project dura3on on the LCOE, the graph below shows the rela3ve 

change in LCOE by changing the project dura3on, compared to a generic 20-year project3.  

 

Figure 2.1: Rela�ve LCOE for different project dura�ons 

                                                           
2 Even when negle ng that these projects have higher costs and lower efficiencies than what is expected for 

array projects. 
3 Assuming a 10% discount rate 
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The discount rate is a measure of 3me-value, which is the price put on the 3me that an investor waits 

for a return on an investment. Furthermore, the discount rate is also used to account for the risks and 

uncertain3es of an investment. For a specific project, the discount rate will be a product of the project 

developer’s (or investors) desired return on investment4 (Figure 2.2) and the inherent risks of the pro-

ject that will not only be related to the technology being deployed but also to the market it will be 

deployed in (see Figure 2.3) (2; 9; 10). 

 

Figure 2.2: Range of discount rates for different company and project profiles (9) 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Risk component of the discount rate (10) 

                                                           
4 This is associated with the weighted average cost of capital (WACC), which determines how much the developer 

has to pay for others to supply the funds to advance the project. This can come from debt (the cost of capital is 

the interest rate), equity (with varying costs of capital depending on company profile) and from public funding 

(which may have a 0 cost of capital). 
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Higher discount rates penalise more heavily capital-intensive, low-carbon technologies due to their 

high upfront investment costs, and compara3vely favour fossil-fuel technologies with higher opera3ng 

costs but rela3vely lower investment costs (1). In terms of choosing a discount rate for a marine energy 

project, it means that the higher this rate is, the higher will be the CAPEX contribu3on to LCOE. 

The table below shows es3mates of discount rates for different technologies, as well as the perceived 

risk.  

Table 2.1: Es�mated discount rates for different technologies and perceived risk (10) 

 

 

Typical values of discount rate for marine energy projects range between 8-15% (4; 7; 9; 11; 12; 13), 

but in LCOE evolu3on analysis is typical to use values between 10% and 12% (3; 5; 14). 

 

The different LCOE values for different energy technologies are due to not only different discount rates 

and inherent risk, but also because these have different cost breakdowns. While large conven3onal 

fossil-fuelled power plants require a rela3vely low ini3al investment (CAPEX) per MW installed com-

pared to most renewable energy technologies, the opera3onal costs (OPEX) are higher as they need 

to burn fuel to operate while wind, sun, wave or 3des are free. Also, there are significant differences 

in the annual energy produc3on per MW installed (depending on the plant capacity factor and availa-

bility). All these indicators are important but provide only par3al informa3on while the LCOE provides 

a beCer understanding of the overall economics of energy technologies.  
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Ul3mately, in order to invest in a power plant and decide which is the best technology to install or 

op3mize the array configura3on, (private or public) investors will ask a certain level of return on in-

vestment5. This is achieved when the price at which the electricity is sold is equal or higher than the 

LCOE of the project they are inves3ng on. 

However, that is a simplified approach that disregards elements such as debt and taxes payments. To 

fully assess the financial aCrac3veness of a project, there are different metrics that can be used, such 

as: 

• Net Present Value (NPV): The net present value is the sum of all the discounted cash-flows, 

throughout the life3me of the project. It adds an element of revenues that is missing from the 

LCOE analysis, but uses the same principles of present value calcula3on. A NPV equal to 0 

indicates that the project is at its break-even point, a posi3ve value indicates it is an aCrac3ve 

investment. 

• Internal Rate of Return (IRR): The internal rate of return is the value of the discount rate that 

needs to be used to achieve a NPV equal to 0. In other words, it’s the discount rate necessary 

for the project to break even. 

• Payback Period (PBP): The payback period is the 3me needed for the project to break even. It 

can be a simple PBP that does not use the discount rate (and thus ignores the 3me value of 

money), or a discounted PBP, using the discount rate. 

To assess the aCrac3veness of a project, investors will look to have a posi3ve NPV (and when compar-

ing different opportuni3es, will choose the higher NPV), and shorter payback periods.  

These metrics are not only dependent on the technology and array configura3on but on na3onal reg-

ula3ons (e.g. energy prices, feed-in tariffs, capital support, tax regimes, etc.) as well as how the project 

is financed.  

DTOcean aims to develop a set of tools to op3mize the design of marine energy arrays. In order to 

provide a simpler and more transparent tool it has been decided that the decisions should be based 

on the technology and site characteris3cs, but independently on regulatory and financial aspects, 

which vary for different countries, companies, etc. The rela3ve neutrality of the LCOE with regards to 

the uncertain and vola3le market environmental condi3ons can be seen as very aCrac3ve feature for 

array design op3misa3on purposes. Therefore LCOE has been selected as the objec3ve func3on for 

DTOcean. 

Nevertheless, in the context of a project feasibility assessment, these financial indicators can be readily 

computed by making use of the ingredients forming the LCOE calcula3on (annual costs and energy 

yield). Ther solu3ons that minimize the LCOE (assuming the desired return in terms of discount rate), 

will also be the ones providing higher NPV and IRR. 

The DTOcean tool should also allow the user to export detailed annual informa3on on both CAPEX, 

OPEX and energy produc3on which can be input in the company’s own models for detailed financial 

assessment.  

                                                           
5 Return on investment is the amount an investor requires to gain in order to consider an investment a?rac ve. 

This value will influence the discount rate, as is a part of the WACC 
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2.2 ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT IN THE ENERGY INDUSTRY 

In the large electricity markets, marine renewables will compete with large conven3onal power plants 

with low costs of energy and it is required some level of support in order to enable the progressive 

deployment of new technologies with higher LCOE in the market, and enable learning and cost reduc-

3on un3l grid parity is achieved.  

At an early stage, prototypes and pilot projects usually require capital support mechanisms such as 

R&D and capital grants, while as the technology gets closer to the market, the market support mech-

anisms such as feed-in tariffs enter in place, filling the gap between the LCOE of the new energy tech-

nologies and the average market prices. There are also smaller markets and off-grid applica3ons with 

higher energy costs such as running with diesel genera3on where may be used as an intermediate step 

before feeding electricity into the main grids at a compe33ve price. 

The energy sector is very dynamic and the cost of energy is in constant evolu3on. Recent analyses 

show that some renewable energy technologies have achieved grid parity with conven3onal power 

plants. The following graph has been extracted from the most recent report from the Annual Energy 

Outlook 2015 published by the U.S (15), which provides similar outlooks as other reference reports 

published by other interna3onal reference ins3tu3ons (1; 16; 17; 18). 

 

Figure 2.4: U.S. Average Levelized Costs for Plants Entering Service in 2020 (19) 
Original costs in 2013 $/MWh have been converted to Euros by applying avg. 0.75 EUR/US$. 

 

It can be observed that renewable energy technologies such as geothermal, biomass, onshore wind, 

hydropower or solar PV are already compe3ng with the conven3onal coal, gas or nuclear power plants. 
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However, the first arrays of wind and solar power plants had significantly higher prices, only a few 

decades ago. New energy technologies typically offer higher energy prices at the start of the learning 

curve, which typically decrease over 3me aNer learning and experience is gained with the manufac-

ture, deployment, and produc3on, as well as with R&D effort. This cost reduc3on is also expected for 

the marine energy industry and arrays will follow a similar path as explained in the following sec3ons. 

 

Figure 2.5. Observed learning curves in energy Technologies (20) 

 
It is also important to men3on that LCOE varies from project to project, especially depending on the 

site resource levels and characteris3cs that influence the energy produc3on as well as some of the 

costs (e.g. installa3on). Many of these factors can only be fully understood at array level and this is 

why DTOcean is an important step towards the assessment and op3miza3on of the energy economics 

of the first ocean energy arrays. 

A number of reports have been published in the last years showing the expected costs of the first 

ocean arrays, as well as the expected cost reduc3on in the future (4; 6; 8; 9; 11; 14; 21; 22; 23). 

 

Figure 2.6: LCOE predic�ons for wave and �dal energy, star�ng at 10MW arrays a7er 10MW have been previously in-

stalled (14), (24) 
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The following table summarizes the expected economics for the first wave and 3dal energy arrays 

based on the most recent study published in May 2015 by the IEA-OES. This study analysed previous 

reports from Europe and the US and adding an interna3onal context, by including responses from 

ques3onnaires sent to leading developers across the world (5). 

 

Table 2.2: Summary of economic data for ocean energy arrays averaged for each stage of deployment (5).  
Values converted to Euros (0.75 EUR/US$ 2014) 

Deployment Stage Variable 
Wave Tidal 

Min Max Min Max 

First array/First Project 

Project Capacity (MW) 1 3 0.3 10 

CAPEX (€/kW) 3000 13575 3825 10950 

OPEX (€/kW per year) 105 1125 120 870 

Second array/Second Project 

Project Capacity (MW) 1 10 0.5 28 

CAPEX (€/kW) 2700 11475 3225 6525 

OPEX (€/kW per year) 75 375 112,5 397,5 

Availability (%) 85% 98% 85% 98% 

Capacity Factor (%) 30% 35% 35% 42% 

LCOE (€/MWh) 157,5 502,5 157,5 352,5 

First Commercial Scale Project 

Project Capacity (MW) 2 75 3 90 

CAPEX (€/kW) 2025 6825 2475 4200 

OPEX (€/kW per year) 52,5 285 67,5 300 

Availability (%) 95% 98% 92% 98% 

Capacity Factor (%) 35% 40% 35% 40% 

LCOE (€/MWh) 90 352,5 97,5 210 

 

 
The following sec�ons will describe in more detail the economics for both wave and �dal energy con-

verters. 
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 ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF WAVE ENERGY CONVERTERS 

Results from wave energy developers in the study provide a very high range for the first pre-commer-

cial array, due to the variety of concepts as well as large uncertain3es and different assump3ons in 

costs but especially in capacity and availability factors for different developers. The expected costs in 

the future reduce significantly and tend to converge between developers. In the long term, forecasts 

indicate that the LCOE of wave energy could achieve 100€/MWh or lower as shown in the forecasts 

from SI Ocean (see Figure 2.6).  

 

Figure 2.7: LCOE evolu�on at the three stages based on developer responses and reference interna�onal analysis (5).  
Values in US dollars. 

 

A large share of the LCOE is related to the device CAPEX (both structural and PTO)6. Es3mates of device 

CAPEX are based on developers’ responses as well as on the historical costs of wave energy prototypes 

published in the OES report. The CAPEX of these prototypes ranged between 7.500-40.000 € per KW 

installed, depending on the type and scale (the higher the scale the lower the cost per kW). In addi3on 

to the device CAPEX, the balance of plant CAPEX (other array sub-component such as moorings & 

founda3ons and electrical infrastructure), the installa3on CAPEX as well as the O&M costs typically 

represent more than 50% of the overall LCOE (4). Furthermore, the energy produc3on (both capacity 

factor and availability) is the most cri3cal factor for which there are more differences and uncertain3es 

among developers. 

                                                           
6 However, the average may not be representa ve of some technology types, and significant differences in the 

breakdown will appear for different devices (e.g. floa ng vs. near shore bo?om mounted devices: bo?om 

mounted devices have significantly higher founda on and installa on costs, but may offer lower connec on costs 

and O&M costs). 
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Figure 2.8: Wave LCOE Percentage Breakdown by Cost Centre Values at Current Stage of Deployment (Le7) and the Com-

mercial Target (Right) (5) 
Note: the area of the chart represents the LCOE 

 

The LCOE of ocean energy arrays depend in fact on many factors and vary from project to project 

depending on the type and number of device in the array, level of resource, water depth, type of sea-

bed, distance to shore and ports, etc. (see illustra3on from the Carbon Trust on the trade-off between 

cost of energy and distance to shore for a par3cular example in the UK). DTOcean tool will help under-

standing how these factors affect the economics of ocean energy arrays in order to design op3mal 

layouts. 

 

Figure 2.9: Trade-off between cost of energy and distance to shore for a specific example in the UK (22).  
Results will differ from site to site and for different technologies.  
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 ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF TIDAL ENERGY CONVERTERS 

For 3dal energy converters, LCOE ranges are also diverse for first array deployment (200-750 €/MWh, 

with a mid-range around 300-525€/MWh), but clear convergence is seen across the 3dal energy sector 

as progression is made towards commercial scale projects. The costs for the second array published in 

the report are lower (~160-340€/MWh) than those predicted by the SI Ocean project (LCOE range of 

250-470 €/MWh for the second 10MW arrays) (5; 14). 

 

Figure 2.10: Tidal energy LCOE Ranges at Differing Stages of Deployment (5).  
Values in US dollars. 

 
A breakdown of CAPEX (by specific cost centre) and OPEX contribu3ons to the LCOE is presented in 

the figure below. In the case of 3dal, the costs of the device are expected to represent a lower share 

of the LCOE, while the costs of moorings and founda3ons, installa3on and O&M could be higher, es-

pecially for the fixed devices. 

 

 

Figure 2.11: Tidal LCOE Percentage Breakdown by Cost Centre Values at Current Stage of Deployment (Le7) and the Com-

mercial Target (Right). (5) 
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All the previous es3mates and based on prototype costs for single devices but there are s3ll large 

uncertain3es in the costs and performance of 3dal energy arrays. A number of factors such as the 

hydrodynamic interac3on between devices are not well understood and decisions in the array layout 

design are difficult. 

As indicated in the OES report (5), it is difficult to provide a single or a narrow band of LCOE es�mates 

for the sector given the diversity of technologies and uncertain�es involved. An in-depth collabora�ve 

effort could help the sector to move forward, sharing non-commercially sensi�ve informa�on to build 

knowledge, help to reduce uncertain�es and costs, and improve reliability, availability and perfor-

mance, which could ul�mately understand what the real cost drivers are and advance through the cost 

reduc�on path.  

By using an integrated and common set of tool as DTOcean, it is expected to see an important reduc-

3on in the levels of uncertain3es as well as a much higher level of convergence among the sector. 
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3 METHODOLOGY FOR THE LCOE CALCULATION IN THE DTOCEAN TOOL 

3.1 OVERVIEW OF THE LCOE CALCULATION IN THE DTOCEAN TOOL  

Understanding how the LCOE calcula3on is performed within the DTOcean tool requires knowledge of 

the structure of the soNware environment. To compute the different ingredients forming Equa3on 

(2.1), commercial cost informa3on stored in the global DTOcean database and tailored cost func3ons 

aggregate the relevant informa3on throughout the different modules of the soNware. Figure 3.1 dis-

plays the high-level schema3c view of the DTOcean soNware environment illustra3ng how the flow of 

data inputs and outputs (I/O) is constructed.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Flow-chart structure of the DTOcean so7ware environment 

The green blocks in the figure correspond to computa3onal modules solving a par3cular physical or 

technical problem towards the realiza3on of an op3mum wave or 3dal energy array design. From this 

modular func3onal structure represented by the green blocks, it transpires that there exists an implicit 

hierarchy dicta3ng the inherent rela3onship between the modules.  

From leN to right, the green blocks of Figure 3.1 translates the fact that each block relies upon the 

outputs produced by the upstream computa3onal module (i.e. other block green(s) located on the leN 

on-side, if any). This hierarchy has implica3ons in the step-wise calcula3on of the LCOE throughout the 

DTOcean tool.  
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In addi3on to the I/O communica3on between computa3onal modules, the end-user inputs and se-

lec3on also “indirectly” impacts the LCOE by driving decisions such as: the device type, the site selec-

3on (including loca3on, bathymetry, met-ocean data and soil condi3ons) and the life3me of the pro-

ject.  

Furthermore, the global database serves as a pool of informa3on which contains relevant input pa-

rameters to both the costs calcula3on and the energy produc3on predic3on. For instance, the price of 

items such as mooring system components feeds simple cost func3ons to es3mate a subset of the 

overall cost associated with the mooring systems. Similarly, the physical characteris3cs of the power 

cables selected from the global database influence the losses calcula3on due to the electrical infra-

structure layout.  

Adapted cost func3ons on the one hand, and energy produc3on func3ons, on the other hand, com-

municate with the computa3onal modules via the global design tool. Table 3.1 summarizes the main 

ingredients influencing the cost and energy produc3on calcula3ons generated by the respec3ve com-

puta3onal modules.  

 
Table 3.1 Cost and energy produc�on implica�ons in the DTOcean computa�onal modules 

DTOcean computa2onal 

module 

Cost implica2ons  Energy produc2on implica-

2ons  

WP2 – Array Hydrodynamics  Number of devices  Hydrodynamic interac3ons be-

tween devices 

WP3 – Electrical Sub-Sys-

tems  

Type and length of cables, cable 

route, collec on point and substa-

 on types and number, electrical 

connectors types and number 

Electrical losses throughout the 

transmission chain, electrical ar-

ray layout and redundancy 

WP4 – Moorings And Foun-

da2ons 

Type, dimension, posi on and num-

ber of founda ons/ anchors/moor-

ing lines  

 

WP5 – Installa2on Number and type of ves-

sels/port/equipment, es mated du-

ra ons of marine opera ons 

Predicted commissioning  me of 

the wave or  dal energy convert-

ers 

WP6 – Opera2on & Mainte-

nance 

Number and type of ves-

sels/port/equipment, es mated du-

ra ons of marine opera ons, type 

and number of parts, labour and in-

surance  

Down me es ma on based on 

the reliability assessment, the 

maintenance strategy & type of 

ac ons, the electrical network im-

plica ons & the dura on of the 

maintenance opera ons 

 

Beyond the collec3on of all cost contribu3ons and the es3ma3on of the energy produc3on throughout 

the life3me of the project, the user will have to provide two parameters of the ���� equa3on:  

• the project discount rate r 

• the project life3me �  

As previously men3oned in sec3on 2.1, typical values of discount rate for marine energy projects range 

between 8-15%, and project life3me between 15 and 25 years. 
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Ul3mately, the overview methodology for the LCOE calcula3on in the DTOcean tool can be schema3-

cally illustrated like in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Schema�c overview of the LCOE calcula�on in the DTOcean tool 

 
In summary, one can say that the methodology for the LCOE calcula3on in the DTOcean tool is based 

on the aggrega3on of customized cost and energy produc3on func3ons agglomera3ng progressively 

all the ingredients of the LCOE equa3ons through the computa3onal modules from WP2 to WP6. Fur-

ther details on the cost func3ons and the energy produc3on func3ons is provided below with special 

emphasis on the computa3onal module – array hydrodynamics (WP2). 
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3.2 METHODOLOGY FOR THE COST CALCULATION IN THE DTOCEAN TOOL 

The cost calcula3on in the DTOcean can be divided into two standard categories: the CAPEX and the 

OPEX. While WP2 to WP5 contribute to the CAPEX, WP6 is almost only recording OPEX – some equip-

ment for condi3on based maintenance will be a CAPEX input, if it is present. Therefore, one can write 

the following CAPEX breakdown Equa3on (3.1): 

 ���	
 � ���	
��� �	���	
��� � ���	
��� � ���	
���	�����	
���� (3.1) 

 

The details of the CAPEX contribu3ons from WP3 to WP5 is documented in the respec3ve deliverables 

3.4 (25), 4.6 (26) and 5.6 (27). Nevertheless, it should be noted that the cost calcula3on in WP3 and 

WP4 follows a similar approach consis3ng of straighTorwardly mul3plying the unit cost per component 

selected (electrical infrastructure components in the case of WP3; moorings and founda3ons compo-

nents in the case of WP4) by the quan3ty of components.  

Addi3onal economic factors such as economies of scale and progress ra3o can be readily implemented. 

All these economic factors together with the unitary price per item are stored in the global database. 

The global database contains a large list of components, with detailed specifica3ons and, when avail-

able, commercial prices. If prices are not available, best es3mates can be derived from similar compo-

nents, from cost func3ons developed specifically for each module/component, or the user can input 

their own values7. 

WP5 approach differs somewhat from that of previous modules, in which the deciding factor is not 

just quan3ty, but the product between quan3ty and 3me. For a specific port, vessel or equipment, the 

module will assess how many will be needed and for how long, with this last part being also a complex 

assessment of opera3on 3me, wai3ng 3me (as a func3on of weather windows), and mobiliza3on 

3mes. Furthermore, the func3ons developed in WP5 will be used for both CAPEX and OPEX, as these 

deal with the logis3cs of mari3me opera3ons – in the installa3on phase and during the farm opera3on. 

 
Similar to Equa3on (3.1), the OPEX breakdown in DTOcean is represented by Equa3on (3.2). 

 ��	
 � ��	
��� 	� ��	
��� (3.2) 

 
WP6 will access the maintenance strategy, which will result in a schedule of opera3ons during the 

project life3me, each with associated costs based on: 

• Replacement parts 

• Labour 

• Ports (provided by WP5) 

• Vessels (provided by WP5) 

• Equipment (provided by WP5) 

                                                           
7 As commercial prices of components are vola le and subject to changes due to commodity markets, infla on, 

exchange rates, choice of suppliers and, in many cases of energy projects, subject to nego a on and private 

quota ons from suppliers, for best accuracy it is always be?er for the user to evaluate the values presented on 

the tool. With that in mind, DTOcean uses industry trends, and the solu ons provided will reflect that. 
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Each of the costs elements detailed so far and associated quan33es are recorded in each module and 

aggregated through the core in a Bill of Materials (BoM). Once all models are run, the core will call in 

the LCOE calcula3on func3ons, which will use the Bill of Materials and the final energy produc3on8 to 

output the LCOE for the chosen design. To be developed in task 7.4, are the op3miza3on rou3nes that 

will ensure that final solu3on is the most economical one at array level, as opposed to sub-system 

level, as each module delivers a local op3mum to the core. 

 

 COST VARIATIONS DUE TO ARRAY CHANGES 

3.2.1.1 IMPACT ON DEVICE COSTS DUE TO ARRAY CHANGES 

The cost of wave and 3dal energy devices is a product of the development of such technology, as well 

as the cost of fabrica3on and assembly of its parts. 

On the fabrica3on side, the cost of the device will be influenced by the mass and materials the device 

is made of, the complexity of the structure for fabrica3on, and the cost of the mechanical and electric 

components to be included. The needed raw materials and components, and the fabrica3on and as-

sembly contracts may be subject to price nego3a3on depending on the amount being contracted. Fur-

thermore, raw materials such as steel are prone to price changes, which will in turn affect the cost of 

devices and its components, as it can be seen in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, showing the increase in steel 

prices and its effect in equipment prices (28). 

 

Figure 3.3: Global Spot Steel Price Index Jan ‘05-Oct ’09 (28) 

                                                           
8 The annual energy output figure used will be the power metered at the point of connec on, provided by work 

package 6, which includes the effects of hydrodynamic losses, electrical losses and availability. 
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Figure 3.4: Equipment Price Index (28) 

 
While the cost of specific devices can be subject to supplier’s offers and market varia3ons, the design 

is expected to remain constant across projects – especially so when moving to array projects. Wave 

and 3dal developers, like wind developers currently, may offer different solu3ons for different resource 

and geophysical characteris3cs, but in order to reduce the overall costs of devices, developers will 

focus in serializing the produc3on of devices (14). 

 

The methodology used in DTOCean for project cos3ng can also be applied for device cos3ng – with a 

component breakdown, including also IP costs and overheads, and associated prices, the cost of one 

device can be assessed. However, within the context of DTOcean, devices are treated as black boxes – 

not only on its technical aspects but also to their costs. The commercial price of a device, while de-

pendent on the cost of its components, is also subject to profit margins from the developers that will 

be providing these to array projects. 

At this stage of development of the sector there isn't a commercial offer of devices - these are s3ll 

prototypes, fabricated for tes3ng proposes. However, it is expected that the market will move similarly 

to that of wind energy, with developers establishing product lines, that while not truly ‘off-the-shelf’, 

will have defining characteris3cs which are unlikely to be changed to match a specific project. It will 

be the developer’s choice to pass on to the project developers any cost savings and/or discounts that 

come from high volume orders. 

Therefore, in the context of the DTOcean tool, the possible varia3ons of array configura3ons have no 

impact in device unitary costs. While different models, with different characteris3cs, may exist for the 

same technology family from a specific developer, these are an ini3al user input and are not changed 

by the tool during its analysis. The contribu3on of devices towards the LCOE will be the product of its 

unitary cost, and the number of units determined in WP2. 
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3.2.1.2 NOTE ON THE COSTS OF OTHER ARRAY COMPONENTS DUE TO ARRAY CHANGES 

While device costs will not be affected by array changes in this tool, their distribu3on and layout in the 

array area, as well as the chosen site area itself, will have implica3ons on the choice of components 

downstream on the array design process within DTOcean. The way the economics of the different sub-

systems in an array project change based on the different configura3ons is dealt in the specific work 

packages and detailed on the corresponding Deliverables (25; 26; 27). However it is important to stress 

that many of the decisions made in the other work packages will be constrained by the outputs of 

WP2. 

As an example, the impact on costs of the addi3on of one extra device is not simply the added cost of 

another unit. Further procurement costs are incurred, as this extra unit needs also moorings or foun-

da3ons and an electrical connec3on to the farm collec3ng system. All these components will also need 

to be installed, which will increase the installa3on costs, especially if it is impossible to include the 

extra installa3on in the schedule for the base case. Finally, this new device will also have an associated 

reliability figure – no system is fault-free, so there will also be an added O&M cost. 

Further costs can also be added if, for instance, the electrical system has to be redefined to deal with 

the extra power output from the farm, or the loca3on of the devices changes to loca3ons with less 

favourable seabed condi3ons.  

These extra elements will also have an impact on the energy produc3on side of the LCOE equa3on – 

different hydrodynamic interac3ons between devices, and possible changes to transmission losses and 

availability figures. It is one of the aims of the DTOcean project to evaluate these project-wide interac-

3ons, and within the context of WP7, these layout changes will be analysed and op3mized to deliver 

a low LCOE array design. 
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3.3 METHODOLOGY FOR THE ENERGY OUTPUT CALCULATION IN THE DTOCEAN TOOL  

The main objec3ve of the WP2 tool is to generate a (fast) op3mised array layout of marine renewable 

energy devices, taking into account the complex hydrodynamic interac3on between bodies. The de-

vices used in the array will be either wave or 3dal converters. 

The main structure of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.5. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: WP2 algorithm overview 

On a macroscale the algorithm is divided into blocks: 

• The main rou3ne (leN side) is the place where the user input and WPs constraints are loaded, 

modified if needed and checked. Further, in the main block the performance of a single WEC 

are assessed. This process takes place in the main block because it is required one 3me only, 

and can be seen as an ini3alisa3on of the WP2 tool. 

• The op3misa3on loop (right side) is where the hydrodynamic interac3on of the array is assess 

and the array layout is itera3vely op3mised in order to achieve the best device posi3oning. 

The op3misa3on loop calls in turn the wave and 3dal sub-modules, which retain the core of the whole 

process.  

The op3misa3on loop and the two submodels are described in details hereaNer. 
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 OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE 

The final goal of the WP2 tool can be efficiently described in mathema3cal nota3on as: max
�
��	
��� ∶ 	� � ���, (3.3) 

with 

� � ���������
����������	

. (3.4) 

for an array of �� � 1 WECs. Here, �	
 is the annual power produ3on, � is the array layout and � is 

the so called q-factor of the arrray defiend in (2). Further, the array layout (�) needs to fullfill addi3onal 

constraints, such as minimum distance betwene devices, membership of a feasible region, etc. 

In other words, the op3miza3on algorithm is used to find the array layout �, which maximizes the 

yearly averaged power produc3on of the array �	
 subjected to: 

• Minimum allowable hydrodynamic losses, 

• Minimum distance between devices and 

• Unfeasible areas. 

The hydrodynamic losses are quan3fied by means of the q-factor, which is defined as the ra3o between 

the power produced by the array and the power produced by the same array but with no interac3ng 

WECs (3.2). The power produced by the array is obtained by calling either the wave or 3dal submod-

ules, with a given array layout; this last being updated at each op3misa3on loop. The wave and 3dal 

submodules will be described in Sec3on 3.3.2 and Sec3on 3.3.3. 

The parameters used for array layout descrip3on, and so the arguments � of the objec3ve func3on �	
��� to be maximized, are given below. For further details see deliverable D2.2 (29). 

 

Table 3.2: Array layout types and descrip�ve parameters 

Type Parameter # Parameter ID Parameter Descrip�on 

Linear 1 iR Devices inter-distance 

Staggered 2 iR Devices’ rows inter-distance  

iC Devices’ column inter-distance 

General  4 iR Devices’ rows inter-distance 

iC Devices’ column inter-distance 

β Devices’ rows angle with respect to the main direc-

3on 

ψ Devices’ column angle with respect to the main di-

rec3on 
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Figure 3.6: Sketch of the array layout parameters listed in Table 3.2 

In addi3on to the array layout types given in Table 3.2, the user will also be able to include his/her own 

array layout. In such case, the given array layout will be op3mized by simple homogeneous 

shrink/stretch scale factor. 

In order to select the best op3misa3on algorithm to be used into the WP2 tool, a short survey of the 

different methods is given hereaNer. 

The op3miza3on algorithms can be divided into gradient based and gradient free algorithms. The first 

have a quicker convergence than the last, as they use the informa3on of the gradient to foresee the 

next itera3on step. Besides, gradient based usually have a clear convergence criterion, based on the 

magnitude of the gradient. However, the main disadvantages of the gradient based algorithms are the 

high development cost, the low intolerance to gradient inaccuracy and the iden3fica3on of local than 

rather global minimums. 

The gradient free algorithms stands on the other side, since they have a low development cost, they 

search for global minimums (even if not ensured), and all this comes in terms of higher computa3onal 

cost. 

The work presented by (30) shows the u3lisa3on of a gradient based method, using an adjoint ap-

proach for the calculus of the gradient. Even though using the adjoint approach reduces the develop-

ment complexity, the method is s3ll far more complex than a gradient free approach. 

One possible approach is the one proposed by (31), where they make use of a simplified shape of the 

wave-body interac3on (parabolic) to op3mize the posi3on of the devices in the array. The devices are 

posi3oned at the parabolic intersec3on to maximize the q-factor of the array. This method shows good 

results for the case of array with large device inter-distance, while it will be inaccurate for packed array 

due to the simplis3c assump3on of the wave field shape. In addi3on, if short crested waves are used, 

the assumed parabolic shape becomes less accurate, unless many parabolas are used to account for 

the spreading func3on. This type of approach is a gradient-free approach but it requires a moderate 

to high development cost. 

On the other hand, the approach presented by (32) requires a moderate to low development cost by 

implemen3ng a greedy-algorithm. In this case the algorithm recursively reconstruct the array star3ng 
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from placing the first device and then, using a concentric circle approach, will place other devices and 

so on un3l all the devices have been placed. In the ar3cle the posi3on is based on the maximum con-

struc3ve interference between devices, for the case of regular wave, and therefore neither spectral 

shape in frequency nor in direc3on is assumed. As in the parabolic intersec3on case this may cause 

inaccurate results. 

Another intermediate approach to solve non-linear global op3misa3on problems is the one proposed 

by (33) and  (34)). Both documents describe the poten3al usage of hypersurfaces, fiCed to few simu-

la3on results, to search for global minimums. In order to increase the method’s reliability the hyper-

surface is checked at the minimum point and if the solu3on is not correct a new hypersurface is fiCed 

to an extended results space. This methodology seems to be a good alterna3ve for a future develop-

ment, but at the 3me of wri3ng its applicability to the wave, 3dal or wind sectors; it is too limited. 

The work presented by (35) is based on a gene3c algorithm approach. In this case the solu3on is sought 

by allowing muta3on in the child genera3ons. The approach mimics the evolu3on model proposed by 

Darwin. In this case, the system is considered as a black-box and the best solu3on is sought by leZng 

the parent configura3on to mutate and generate a new set of possible solu3ons randomly. This type 

of approach is well in line with the more mature wind sector as shown in (36), (37) and (38). 

For WP2 tool and at the actual stage of development, the gradient free approach is envisaged as the 

first applicable solu3on. In addi3on to the small development complexity, the gradient free approaches 

are less type dependent, that is, it can be applied on both wave and 3dal cases, and are adopted by 

more mature sectors, such as the wind energy sector. Moreover, it is worth men3oning that PeraWaC 

project, which developed a similar code, choose a gene3c algorithm as op3misa3on baseline.  

Listed below several gradient free based op3miza3on methods are listed: 

• Coordinate Descent, 

• Cuckoo Search, 

• Gene3c Algorithm, 

• Nelder-Mead Method, 

• Par3cel Swarm Op3misa3on and 

• PaCern Search. 

The gene3c algorithm is the main candidate to be implemented in WP2, and it will be discussed here-

aNer. 

Descrip3on Missing due to the uncertain3es on the method implemented. 

 

 WAVE HYDRODYNAMICS AND ARRAY ENERGY OUTPUT CALCULATION 

The wave submodule solves the hydrodynamic interac3on between WECs, given their spa3al disposi-

3on and orienta3on.  

At the 3me of wri3ng only few methods are capable to run a large number of simula3on in a rela3ve 

short amount of 3me. Since this is a sensible parameter in the DTOcean tool, it has been chosen to 

use a BEM solver as a base model. BEM solver, such as WAMIT, WADAM or Nemoh are commonly used 

to es3mate the mo3on of a floa3ng body in opera3onal condi3on, because the method provide rela-

3vely accurate result, keeping the computa3on cost at the minimum. 
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But even BEM solvers with the actual calcula3on power of a standard computer will require too much 

3me to assess the interac3on into an array of floa3ng bodies 

Therefore a reduced method has been selected. The method solves the interac3on between floa3ng 

bodies, by first characterising the single body behaviour and reducing the order of the problem and 

then by applying the reduced order model of the single body to the array. 

 

Two main considera3ons underpin the wave submodel: 

1. The wave submodel deals with the plane wave diffrac3on and radia3on of an array of WECs, under 

the assump3ons of: 

• Linearized poten3al flow,  

• Constant water depth  ,  

• Small WEC mo3ons compared with the wave length and  

• Harmonic 3me varia3on with angular frequency !	, 3me factor " �̃��, 3me #		and	$̃ � √�1. 

All 3me dependent quan33es are then wriCen in the domain of frequencies through '�#� � ()*+�!�" �̃��,, (3.5) 

where ()-+, returns the real part of the complex number -+. 
 

2. The sea states are characterized by a significant wave height .�, a peak period /�, a predominant 

wave direc3on 0� and a user-defined wave energy spectrum 1 [m2 s rad-1 deg.-1] (variance spectrum, 

see Figure 3.7). 

 

Figure 3.7: Theore�cal direc�onal spectrum for the ISSC spectrum with 0.1 m significant wave height and 1.0 s peak pe-

riod.  
The 0 deg. direcon corresponds to the predominant wave direcon, α_p, of this parcular sea state. 
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Each sea state is then decomposed into a superposi3on of plane waves with wave frequency !, wave 

direc3on 2 and amplitude 3� � 21�!,2�∆2∆!, with the operator ∆ used as the difference between 

two consecu3ve elements of a discre3zed quan3ty. 

HereaNer, the following discre3za3on of sea states and plane wave components apply: 

• ).�, /�, 0�,� with 7 � 0, 1, … , � � 1, 

• !� with : � 0, 1,… ,; � 1 and 

• 2� with � � 0, 1,… ,� � 1. 

 

3.3.2.1 POWER PRODUCTION  

Let’s first consider the equa3on of mo3on of an array of interac3ng WECs, excited by a unit-amplitude 

plane wave with angular frequency !� and wave direc3on 2�: 

 

<�!�� )= �=�� , � $!̃�)����� ���� ����, � )> �>��,?
@��� � A@��! , (3.6) 

with: 

• 
@��� the vector of complex amplitude displacements of the whole array per unit of wave am-

plitude, 

• = the mass matrix of the array, 

• >  the hydrosta3c s3ffness of the array, 

• A@�� � �)�!��=�� � $!̃���� ,
@��� the complex amplitude of the radia3on force, =��  the 

added mass matrix, ���  the radia3on damping matrix, 

•  A@��!  the complex amplitude of the excita3on force per unit of wave amplitude. 

• ����� the damping matrix associated with the ac3on of the linear damping PTOs and for the 

sea state ).�, /�, 0�,�, 
•  ��� and >�� damping and s3ffness matrices respec3vely associated with the ac3on of other 

external forces than that of the PTO for the sea state ).�, /�, 0�,�. 
The algorithms to es3mate )=�� , ��� , A@��! , and )���, >��, are described in the sec3ons 3.3.2.2 and 

3.3.2.3 respec3vely. 

 

Once the WECs mo3on is known, the average power absorbed by the WEC array out of the ambient 

plane wave �!�, 2�� can be calculated through 

B��� � "
�!�� C()
@���,#�����()
@���, � D)
@���,#�����D)
@���,E, (3.7) 

where D)-+, returns the imaginary part of the complex number -+. 
 

Moreover, for the sea state).�, /�, 0�,�, the average power absorbed by the WEC array will come from 

the contribu3on of each plane wave component weighted by their respec3ve spectral density value:  
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�� � G G 1����$"

�%&
B���∆2∆!.'$"

�%&
 (3.8) 

Finally, the annual averaged power produc3on of the array is calculated from the contribu3on of each 

sea state weighted by their respec3ve probability of occurrence H� :  
�	
 � GH���($"

�%&
. (3.9) 

 

3.3.2.2 HYDRODYNAMICS 

The diffrac3on and radia3on poten3als are calculated from the interac3on theory presented by (39) 

to further calculate wave forces through the recent method presented in (40). 

 

 Interac�on theory 

The scaCer (or radia3on) complex amplitude of the velocity poten3al represen3ng the scaCer wave 

field in an immediate neighbourhood of WEC I in local cylindrical coordinates can be wriCen as 

J+)�,+�K) , L) , M� � ,-./0�123�
,-./03 ∑ O���,+.�����PK)�" �̃�4�5�%$5 � �evanescent�, (3.10) 

where .���� is the Wth order Hankel func3on of the second kind and O���,+ is the amplitude coefficient 

for the scaCer wave mode X���,+ � ,-./0�123�
,-./03 .�����PK)�" �̃�4� . Evanescent modes are not implemented 

since these are only relevant at surrounding distances from WEC I. The wave number P is calculated 

through the linear dispersion rela3onship: YP tanhP � !�, (3.11) 

where Y is the accelera3on of gravity. 

 

Graf’s addi3on theorem (41), .�����PK)�" �̃�4� � ∑ .�$6��� )P�)7," �̃��$6�8�
[6)PK7," �̃64
56%$5 , (3.12) 

enables to transform scaCer wave modes in local coordinates of WEC I into incident travelling wave 

modes in local coordinates of WEC \, X6
9 � ,-./0�123�
,-./03 [6)PK7," �̃�4
 , so that the total scaCer wave field 

can be rewriCen as  

J+)�,+)K7 , L7 , M, � ,-./0�123�
,-./03 ∑ ∑ O���,+.�$6��� )P�)7," �̃��$6�8�
[6)PK7," �̃64
56%$55�%$5 , (3.13) 

where [6 is the ]th order Bessel func3on of the first kind. 
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Figure 3.8: ketch of the local cylindrical coordinates for two WECs and the geometrical rela�onships between them (39) 

 

Furthermore, the ambient plane wave can also be expressed by incident wave modes in local coordi-

nates of WEC \,  
J+7)K7 , L7 , M, � ,-./0�123�

,-./03 ∑ O6
 [6)PK7," �̃64
56%$5 , (3.14) 

with O6
 � $̃ :;� "$�̃0<=
 ,-.>2?
 .@A>B"$�̃6�>2C/��. (3.15) 

 
Therefore, the total incident wave field around WEC \ can be wriCen from the contribu3on of the 

ambient plane wave, (3.14), and the waves scaCered by the other WECs, (3.13), so that fully accoun3ng 

for WEC interac3ons: 

J+79 � ,-./0�123�
,-./03 ∑ ^O6
 �∑ ∑ O��� .�$6��� )P�)7," �̃��$6�8�
5�%$5

��$"
)%&
)E7

_ [6)PK7," �̃64
56%$5 , (3.16) 

where a total number of �� � 1 WECs has been considered. 

 
On the other hand, diffrac3on transfer matrices exist, such that OF


� � ∑ `F6
O6
956%$5 , (3.17) 

leading to the linear system of equa3ons 

OF


� � ∑ `F6
 ^O6
 �∑ ∑ O��� .�$6��� )P�)7," �̃��$6�8�
5�%$5
��$"
)%&
)E7

_56%$5 a � �∞,… ,∞, (3.18) 

to be solved for scaCer wave amplitude coefficients. 
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Assuming a proper trunca3on order �� for the infinite series, the system of equa3ons in (3.18) can be 

wriCen for the whole array, in matrix nota3on, as �c � de�fG � df�, (3.19) 

where 

• fG,� � <f&G,� ⋯ f��$"
G,� ?#, with f7G,� � hO$��


�, ⋯ O��


�, i#. 

• d � jd& k kk ⋱ kk k d��$"
m, with d7 � j`$��$��


⋯ `$����
⋮ ⋱ ⋮`��$��

⋯ `����


m. 

• e �
opp
pq k e"&# ⋯ e���$"�&

#e&"# k ⋯ e���$"�"
#⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮e&���$"�

# e"���$"�
# … e���$"����$"�

# rss
st
, with )e)7,�6 � .�$6��� )P�)7," �̃��$6�8�
. 

• c is the iden3ty matrix. 

The radia3on problem due to the mo3on of body I in its degree of freedom u is similarly solved 

through �c � de�f� � dfH�� , (3.20) 

with the ambient wave now being the wave radiated by body I in its degree of freedom u.  

 

The complex amplitude velocity poten3al (3.10) represen3ng such wave can be rewriCen into incident 

waves to each WEC within the array by use of Graf’s addi3on theorem (3.12), as seen before. There-

fore, the amplitude coefficients for such ambient wave can be expressed as  

fH�� � <e&)# fH�� ⋯ e���$"�)
# fH�� ?#, (3.21) 

with fH�� � hO$���

+ ⋯ O���

+ i#. 

fH��  is to be determined for the isolated WEC I moving in its degree of freedom u (see “Cylindrical wave 

amplitude coefficients”). 

 

 Excita�on and radia�on forces 

Similarly than the diffrac3on transfer matrix, the force transfer matrix is defined such that v+H
I � ∑ wH6
O6
956%$5 . (3.22) 
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Assuming again a proper trunca3on order �� for the infinite series, the complex amplitude of the 

excita3on force vector A@! can be directly computed from A@! � x)f� � efG,, (3.23) 

where 

• A@! � <A@&! ⋯ A@��$"
! ?#, with A@7! � <v+&
I ⋯ v+I
$"


I ?#. 

• x � jx& k kk ⋱ kk k x��$"
m, with x7 � y w&$��


⋯ w&��
⋮ ⋱ ⋮w<I
$"B$��

⋯ w<I
$"B��


z. 
• {7 is the total number of degrees of freedom of WEC \. 

In a similar manner, the complex amplitude of the radia3on force A@H��  due to a unit displacement of 

WEC I in its degree of freedom u, *+H� � 1, can be computed from the contribu3on of the excita3on 

force at each not moving WEC and the radia3on force experienced by WEC I when moving in u:  A@H�� � x)fH�� � efG, � A@H�� , (3.24) 

where 

• A@H�� � h)A@H�� ,& ⋯ )A@H�� ,��$"i#, with )A@H�� ,7 � h)A@H�� ,&
 ⋯ )A@H�� ,I
$"

i#. 

• A@H�� � h)A@H�� ,& ⋯ )A@H�� ,��$"i#, with )A@H�� ,7 � | k \ } I�)�!�=:H�
� � $!̃�:H�� , \ � I . 

The radia3on force experienced by WEC I when moving in all its degrees of freedom, A@)� ��)�!�=)
� � $̃!�)�,, can be calculated by means of any boundary element method (BEM) soNware. 

 

 Cylindrical wave amplitude coefficients 

The orthogonality of the system of func3ons )" �̃$��4� , … , " �̃��4�, in the interval L) ∈ �0,2�� and �coshP�M �  � , evanescent� in M ∈ �� , 0�, used to represent the scaCer wave field around WEC I 
(3.10), allow us to separate each wave mode through: 

O���,+ � � $!̃2�Y 2 coshP  �1 � sinh2P 2P � 1.�����P�)�� � J+)�,+"$�̃�4� coshP�M �  � uL)uM�C

&

&

$3
 (3.25) 

Thus, field points J+)�,+ must be known over a cylinder of radius �) around WEC I prior calcula3on 

of	O���,+.  

The double integral in (3.25) is solved numerically so that a proper discre3za3on of the cylinder is 

assumed. The required field points over the cylinder can then be computed by means of a BEM solver, 

such as Nemoh or WAMIT.  
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 Diffrac�on and force transfer matrices 

The diffrac3on and force transfer matrices for the isolated WEC \ are defined as  f7G � d7f7� (3.26) 

and A@7! � x7f7� (3.27) 

respec3vely.  

 

Then, diffrac3on and force transfer matrix coefficients can be solved from scaCer wave amplitude co-

efficients (see “Cylindrical wave amplitude coefficients”), plane wave amplitude coefficients (see equa-

3on (3.15)) and excita3on forces (computed from Nemoh or WAMIT) due to at least 2�� � 1 plane 

waves, going from 2 � 0 to 2 � 2� direc3ons of propaga3on, through 

j O�
� �0�⋮O�
� �2��m � y O$��


 �0� ⋯ O��


 �0�⋮ ⋯ ⋮O$��


 �2�� ⋯ O��


 �2��z j
`�$��
⋮`���


m, (3.28) 

for W � ���, … , ��, and 

j v+H
I �0�⋮v+H
I �2��m � y O$��


 �0� ⋯ O��


 �0�⋮ ⋯ ⋮O$��


 �2�� ⋯ O��


 �2��z j
wH$��
⋮wH��


m, (3.29) 

for u � 0,… ,{7 � 1. 

 

Normally, the systems of equa3ons (3.28) and (3.29) are overdetermined by considering more than 2�� � 1 plane waves. This is strongly recommended in order to get a beCer es3mate of the diffrac3on 

and force transfer matrices. 

 

3.3.2.3 POWER FITTING 

The power matrix fiZng methodology has been introduced into the wave submodel in order to in-

crease the reliability of the numerical model. In facts, the number of assump3on embedded into the 

linear theory, can easily bring to an unrealis3c behaviour of the system if compared with the physical 

machine behaviour.  

The key concept of the method is to reduce the error between the synthe3c power matrix, built using 

the linear theory, and the power matrix associated (and cer3fied) to the real machine. The error is 

aCributed to two linear parameters, being a damping ��, and a s3ffness term >�. In this way, addi-

3onal fric3on and s3ffness, as well as hydrodynamic viscous damping and other losses are linearized 

and fed into the model. 
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The error is calculated and minimised for each sea state, ).�, /�, 0�,�, so that there will be addi3onal 

damping and s3ffness matrices for each sea state, )���, >��,. 

The error is minimised using a heuris3c op3misa3on rou3ne, in par3cular a quasi-Newton’s method. 

The method uses a local approxima3on of the trend with a quadra3c func3on, es3mate the Jacobian 

and the Hessian and search for a local minimum and maximum. The implemented method is a low 

memory usage method called L-BFGS-B algorithm. For further details see (42). 

 

3.3.2.4 RESOURCE REDUCTION 

Compute mechanical energy per unit area. 

 

3.3.2.5 SUMMARY OF THE ALGORITHM 

The steps to calculate the yearly averaged power produc3on and the q-factor are summarized in the 

following flow chart: 

 

Figure 3.9: Wave submodel algorithm 
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It follows: 

1. Power fiZng to get �� and >�. 
2. Solve equa3on of mo3on in frequency domain for " frequencies and #� direc3ons. 
3. Solve AEP for 7 sea states. 

 

3.3.2.6 ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

There are some limita3ons on the wave submodel due to the assump3ons made on the theore3cal 

formula3on. These are listed here below: 

 

Table 3.3: Limita�ons on the wave submodel stemming from the assump�ons made on the theore�cal formula�on. 

Assump3on Limita3on 

Inviscid flow. 
Viscous forces are disregarded (only gravity 

forces). 

Irrota3onal flow. 
Vor3city is zero (thin boundary layer in good 

agreement with inviscid flow). 

Constant water depth. The bathymetric changes are disregarded. 

Lineariza3on of the boundary condi3ons on the 

free surface. 

Amplitudes of the waves are much smaller than 

the wave length. 

Lineariza3on of the boundary condi3on on the 

WEC surface. 

Amplitude of the WECs mo3on is much smaller 

than the wave length. 

Wave field representa3on outside and immedi-

ate neighbourhood of a WEC in the array. 

The wave field inside the enclosing cylinder is not 

valid.  

The cylinders enclosing the WECs do not overlap 

ver3cally 

Frequency domain analysis. 
The PTO system is a linear damper. 

Nonlinear forces are disregarded. 

 

 Inviscid and irrota�onal flow 

The viscosity of the water is known to be low compared to other Newtonian fluids such as honey, oil 

or gasoline. Therefore, trea3ng the flow of water as inviscid is usually well-accepted, which makes the 

wave-WEC array interac3on problem easier to solve. However, since the water does have some viscos-

ity, assuming inviscid flow will invariably introduce some inaccuracy on the results. 

The viscous effects are confined within a region called boundary layer, close to the fluid boundaries. In 

this region shear stresses will arise between fluid-fluid and fluid-solid contact surfaces with the conse-

quent development of vor3ces (rota3onal flow) and a resultant integrated drag (fric3on drag) and liN 

forces on the solid. 
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For water-waves the boundary layer is known to remain thin and thus the developed flow is usually 

modelled as inviscid and irrota3onal. However, when water-waves interact with an array of WECs such 

assump3on might be no longer valid.  

The viscous effects on the WECs are usually taken into account by means of a quadra3c drag force 

approxima3on which involves a drag coefficient determined from experimental data. Hence, the user 

might decide the convenience of inviscid and irrota3onal flow assump3on by comparing the approxi-

mated drag force against the hydrodynamic forces from linearized poten3al flow theory (excita3on 

and radia3on forces). 

It must also be men3oned that since the drag force is quadra3c with the fluid-solid velocity and WP2 

tool solves the equa3on of mo3on in frequency domain, the quadra3c drag force is not herein consid-

ered. 

 

 Constant water depth 

The bathymetric changes are not considered. This assump3on is well agreed for deep water waves but 

it might not be valid when dealing with WECs set up in intermediate-shallow water wave condi3ons. 

Therefore, the user might decide the convenience of constant water depth assump3on by assessing 

the devia3on between the inpuCed water depth and the actual bathymetry in the cases of intermedi-

ate-shallow water waves. 

 

 Linearized wave-structure interac�on problem 

The lineariza3on of the problem requires the waves and the WECs mo3on amplitude to be small com-

pared with the wave length. The validity of this assump3on can only be decided by the user. He or she 

might decide the convenience of the assump3on of linearity by comparing the actual waves he or she 

want to use for the analysis with a linear wave. In other words, if the actual waves are not well repre-

sented by cosine waves, the WP2 tool will produce inaccurate results. 

 

 Wave field representa�on 

The wave field solu3on used in WP2 tool to further compute wave forces on WECs is valid outside a 

virtual cylinder enclosing each WEC of the array. Therefore, the WECs throughout the array must not 

overlap ver3cally; otherwise the interac3on forces between the intersec3ng WECs will come from an 

invalid wave field representa3on. Therefore, the user should take into account that the virtual cylinders 

enclosing the WECs cannot intersect at any point. 
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 TIDAL HYDRODYNAMICS AND ARRAY ENERGY OUTPUT CALCULATION  

Figure 3.10Error! Reference source not found. represents the latest soNware architecture for the WP2 

Tidal model. 

 

Figure 3.10: So7ware architecture for the WP2 Tidal model - conceptual diagram 

 

Sandia’s wake module, described below, was incorporated into the model as a lookup table of velocity 

deficit in the region around and behind the turbine. Sandia’s lookup table is formed of a 2D array of 

the Coefficient of Thrust (Ct) vs. Turbulence intensity (TI). This raises the possibility of increasing the 

granularity of the lookup table and this will be inves3gated in the coming months.  

The en3re framework is ar3culated around “classes” which comprise of “aCributes” and “methods” 

or, by extension, inputs, modules and sub-models. 

 

3.3.3.1 CLASSES OVERVIEW 

So far the framework possesses 3 classes, namely “Hydro”, “Array” and “WakeInterac3on”: 

 

 Hydro class: 

The Hydro class input is a pickle file gathering velocity field data for now (i.e. x, y, U, V). Ul3mately, this 

class will retrieve its inputs from the data-hub as described in the In/Out (I/O) list below. 
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The Hydro aCributes are: 

• X: coordinates along x axis (1D array, in meters and assuming a regular grid) 

• Y: coordinates along y axis (1D array, in meters and assuming a regular grid) 

• U: depth averaged velocity component along x axis (2D array, in m/s and assuming a regular 

grid) 

• V: depth averaged velocity component along y axis (2D array, in m/s and assuming a regular 

grid) 

• _bounding_box: area defined by the outer boundaries of the grid (shapely.geometry.Polygon 

object and assuming a regular grid) 

Op3onally, this class can also plot flow velocity arrows and a contoured colour map. 

 

 Array class: 

The Array class inputs are two pickle files, respec3vely gathering the turbines posi3ons (i.e. x, y, z) and 

the turbine design features (i.e. cut-in & cut-out speeds, Ct & Cp curves, rotor diameter), as well as a 

Hydro object (i.e. ini3alised from Hydro class). 

The Array aCributes are: 

• N is the number of turbines in the array. 

• Posi3ons: Turbine posi3ons: x, y, z. 

• Features: design features (Cp and Ct) for each turbine. 

• streamline: streamline trajectory for each turbine 

• distances: rela3ve distances (across and along streamline) of all turbines downstream of each 

the turbine 

• velHub: U, V velocity components at hub loca3on for each turbine 

In order to compute the streamline of each turbine, the “streamline” module is used. This module 

simulate numerical Lagrangian driNer at each of the device loca3on and computes their trajectories 

by using steady-state advec3on. In this case, the code has been adapted from Raymond Speth’s code 

(43). 

The rela3ve distances to the streamlines were computed by finding the perpendicular vectors to the 

streamlines passing through the downstream turbines. This is achieved by using the following theo-

rem: the scalar product of two perpendicular vectors is equal to zero. 

The velHub is extracted from the velocity field at each turbine loca3on. 

 

 WakeInterac�on class: 

The WakeInterac3on class inputs are a Hydro object and an Array object respec3vely ini3alised from 

Hydro and Array class. 

The WakeInterac3on aCributes are: 

• indMat: 2D array (N,N) gathering rela3ve induc3on factor to each and every one turbines. 

• Induc3on: 1D array (n) gathering the “cumula3ve” induc3on factor for each turbine. 
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• wake: wake parametric sub-model unique to each turbine and each design parameters 

• wakeShape: parametric wake shape 

The WakeInterac3on methods are: 

• solv_induc3on: Using the “indMat” and “wake” aCributes, this method itera3vely resolves the 

inter-dependent induc3on factors, and thus the array velocity interac3on, un3l reaching a con-

vergence criteria (here, maximum cumula3ve discrepancy between two itera3ons < 0.01 m/s). 

ANer convergence the “velHub” aCribute of the “Array” object is updated 

• solv_wake: this method is s3ll under development but will ul3mately computes, aNer induc-

3on convergence, the overall wake shapes for each turbine. This will be used to compute the 

turbine induced velocity field and thus perform hydrodynamic assessments for environmental 

impact, mooring, structure as well as any other WP in need of this type of data. 

 

3.3.3.2 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

 Selec�on of a representa�on current �me series 

The user provides 2D current fields U(x,y,t) with a dura3on of at least 30 days and a 3me resolu3on of 

a least 1 hour. 

The user is invited to pick the loca3on of the point that he believes to be representa3ve of the hydro-

dynamics of the site of interest (we may alterna3vely propose the centre of the wave farm for in-

stance). 

Our python tool will then perform interpola3on to extract the corresponding 3me series U0(t). U0(t) is 

a vector with components (u(t),v(t)) that we will refer to as (u,v) in the rest of the document. We shall 

further use a 3me series extracted from ADCP measurements, gathered over a French 3dal site for 

illustra3on. 

 
Figure 3.11: u and v �me series (18.55 days) from ADCP data collected over a French �dal site. 
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 Computa�on of the 2D probability func�on: p(u,v): 

The 2D probability func3on of u and v is computed based on the ini3al 3me series of the two compo-

nents (see Figure 3.11). The u and v data is binned into Nu and Nv elements from the defini3on that 

follows: 

�� � 7"�Y# ��1.1 ∗ :I��W�: uW: 1.1 ∗ :O'�W��� � 7"�Y# ��W1: uW: W2� (3.30) 

�6 � 7"�Y# ��1.1 ∗ :I��]�: u]: 1.1 ∗ :O'�]��� � 7"�Y# ��]1: u]: ]2� (3.31) 

The increments du and dv will be set to 0.1 m/s here. 

A double loop is then performed over (u,v) to fill the p(u,v) matrix (see Figure 3.12). 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Probability density func�on p(u,v) corresponding the �me series displayed in Figure 3.11.  

 

 Determina�on of Ns scenarios: 

We first determine the velocity components with the largest variance to capture correctly the 

ebb/flood features. In our case, the component u shows the largest variance (see Figure 3.12) and is 

therefore selected for the next step. The u-axis is then binned into Ns elements us regularly spaced. 

For each of the Ns elements, the 1D pdf pus(v) is computed, with is an integer varying from 1 to Ns. 

Then the v-velocity of the scenario is vs, es3mated based on: 

] � � ]B�W�, ]�u]6�
6"� B�W�, ]�6�
6" u]  (3.32) 

 

In our illustra3on, Ns was set to 10 and the 10 pus(v) are displayed in Figure 3.13. 
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We now have Ns scenarios, made of Ns couples (us, vs). Each scenario has the probability of occurrence 

P given by: 

���� � � � B�W, ]�uWu]���

���

6��

6��

 (3.33) 

With us1, us2 and vs1, vs2 are integral bounds varying for each scenario. 

 

 Selec�on of the corresponding 2D field in the ini�al data set: 

We shall extract Ns velocity fields from the user's dataset. For this, we propose to pick the Ns 3me 

steps ts that minimize the difference: 

u� � |W� � W�#��| � |]� � ]�#��| (3.34) 

The Ns extracted velocity fields, U(x,y,ts) is assumed to have the probability of occurrence P(s). This 

subset of data can be used to es3mate e.g., the average power output of the farm. 

 

 

Figure 3.13: The 10 probability density func�ons p(u,v) used to es�mate the velocity vs as described in. 
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3.3.3.3 PARAMETERIZATION METHODOLOGY 

Describes the parametriza3on methodology for the last remaining model features. 

 Ver�cal profiling of flow velocity 

The current model does not resolve the ver3cal velocity profile per se but assumes its shape based on 

power-law formulas. The classical power-law formula for flow velocity (44) can be expressed as follows: 

 W��� � 	W
 ��O� "� 
(3.35) 

where: 

• � is the distance along the ver3cal axis from boCom-up (m) 

• W
 is the reference velocity (m/s) 

• O height of the layer (m) 

According to Lee, 2003 (45), the exponent : can be derived the Reynolds number �" of the considered 

flow and the Manning coefficient � related to the geological nature of the boCom of the water column 

as such: 

 : � P� �""K�� ∗ Y 
(3.36) 

where: 

• P is the Von Karman constant 

• Y is the gravita3onal constant for the Earth 

Assuming that the reference velocity W
 is equal to the depth averaged velocity � and that height of 

the layer O can be expressed as the total water column height . mul3plied by a yet-unknown coeffi-

cient, �, equa3on (3.35) can be re-wriCen as follows: 

 W��� � 	� � �� ∗ .� "� 
(3.37) 

 

In the context of open-channels, the Reynolds number, �", is: 

 �" � � ∗ .�  (3.38) 

where � is the water’s kinema3c viscosity (m2/s). 

 

Assuming that averaging the velocity ver3cal profile W��� over the en3re water column is to be equal 

to the depth averaged velocity, �, gives: 

 
1.� � � �� ∗ .� "�L

&
u� � � (3.39) 
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Resolving this equa3on allows the remaining unknown coefficient, �, to be expressed as a func3on of 

known parameters. From equa3on (3.39): 

 
1� ∗ .� j�M

"
�2"N1: � 1 m

&

L � 1 (3.40) 

And thus: 

 � � .M "�$"N1: � 1  (3.41) 

 

Consequently, given that �, . and � are known, the velocity ver3cal profiles can be evaluated at any 

given point of the model’s domain by using, in order, equa3ons (3.36), (3.41) and (3.37). 

 

3.3.3.4 TURBINE WAKE SUBMODULE 

The purpose of the DTOcean project is to develop a fast-running, easy to use Current Energy Capture 

(CEC) array spacing tool that considers 3dal array performance vs. efficiency. As such this sec3on de-

scribes the development of the device wake modelling submodule that determines the proper3es of 

the wake generated by 3dal turbines (i.e. wake growth and dissipa3on). Ini3al efforts were focused on 

implemen3ng simple analy3c models, which have been historically used for wind turbine wakes. While 

these methods are very simple and quick to run, they lack the fidelity desired to adequately describe 

the complex features of physical turbine wakes. CFD models were then explored due to their ability to 

accurately capture wake structure in detail. While CFD is more capable than simplified analy3c models, 

the cases are not always easy to set up and can be very 3me consuming to perform. 

In an aCempt to merge the benefits of each method, a hybrid type model was developed. This model 

consists of a CFD simula3on database from which interpolated solu3ons can be obtained instantly. A 

test matrix of CFD simula3ons using non-dimensionalised inflow and turbine diameter condi3ons as 

well as spanning a wide range of thrust coefficients and inflow turbulent intensi3es was populated, 

and an algorithm to interpolate intermediate points was developed. The result is a fast-running tool 

with the capability to produce high-level, detailed wake flow results as a func3on of incident velocity, 

incident turbulence intensity, turbine diameter, and turbine thrust. Addi3onal parameters that effect 

3dal turbine wakes, such as yaw angle to incident flow and ver3cal blockage ra3o have been incorpo-

rated into the model in the form of transforma3ons to the baseline database wake result. 

 

 CFD wake modelling 

Simple algebraic models have been proposed for fast modelling of turbine wakes such as those of 

Jensen (46) and Larsen (47). These models are analy3cal equa3ons for turbine wake velocity as a func-

3on of spa3al loca3on, resul3ng in a fast representa3on of a wake field. While these models can be 

run very quickly, they typically require input informa3on which is not always known a priori. In addi-

3on, ini3al research efforts by Sandia inves3gated these methods, however found them to be deficient 
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in accurately represen3ng wake flow parameters. For these reasons it was decided to go with a more 

robust method of modelling turbine wakes. 

While it is much more computa3onally expensive, CFD modelling is not subject to the same limita3ons 

as the analy3cal models. To validate the use of CFD models, Sandia has run CFD simula3ons of the SAFL 

experiments using actuator disks to model the CEC turbine. 

Although the standard version of OpenFOAM contains an actuator disk model, it requires the user to 

know the turbine coefficient of power, and to declare an upstream “infinity” point where reference 

values are to be obtained. It solves the following equa3ons for the force term of the momentum equa-

3on. 

v � 2�3�5�O�1 � O� (3.42) 

where O is the induc3on factor, which is calculated as follows: 

� �
��

��

 (3.43) 

 

As shown by Roc (48), the same force equa3on can be wriCen as: 

v � 12� �41 ��1 � �#1 ��1 � �#�3�H� (3.44) 

This formula3on takes advantage of the defini3on �# � 4O�1 � O� in order to drop � from the equa-

3ons. Wri3ng force in this manner means that the only informa3on required about the turbine is the 

coefficient of thrust. 

This formula3on also uses the rela3onship between �H and �5 to eliminate the need for “infinity” 

values. The benefit of this is that in complex flows, it can be difficult to find an undisturbed spot in the 

flow from which to acquire reference values. By wri3ng the force equa3on only in terms of values at 

the disk loca3on, the need to iden3fy such a loca3on is eliminated. 

The above representa3on of the actuator disk force was implemented into OpenFOAM and the follow-

ing CFD calcula3ons were run using that model. The flow condi3ons for these models were chosen to 

be as close as possible to the experiments in order to validate the CFD method. The domain dimensions 

used for the SAFL simula3on were 2.75m wide by 1.15m deep and were chosen to match the experi-

ment. The simula3on was started 2.0m (4 diameters) upstream of the turbine and the ouTlow was 

placed 6.0m (12 diameters) downstream of the turbine. The turbine hub centre height was placed at 

0.425m as was done in the experiment. The inflow velocity of 0.4 m/s was chosen to correspond with 

the experiment and the thrust coefficient of 0.9975 was chosen to match the very low wake velocity 

seen in the experimental data (thrust coefficient was not measured for the SAFL tests). Wall boundary 

condi3ons were used to represent the channel sides and boCom and a no slip wall condi3on was used 

on the free surface boundary. The CFD results appear to match the data very well. The results are 

shown below in Figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.14: CEC wake results from OpenFOAM.  
On the le< is a top down contour plot of relave velocity, and on the right are axial direcon relave velocity plots at Y=R, 

Y=0, and Y=-R (top to boLom) compared to SAFL data. 

As a second valida3on, the CFD model was compared to the experiments of Maganga (49). Maganga 

ran two sets of experiments and CFD simula3ons were run to compare to both of these. Case A was a 

CEC turbine with a thrust coefficient of 0.70 and an incoming turbulent intensity of 0.046. Case B was 

a CEC turbine with a thrust coefficient of 0.62 and an incoming turbulent intensity of 0.14.  

The comparisons to both cases are shown below. 

Figure 3.15: CEC wake results using OpenFOAM.  
On the le< is a top down contour plot of relave velocity, and on the right is a relave velocity plot at the wake centreline 

compared to Maganga data CT=0.70, TI=0.046. 
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Figure 3.16: CEC wake results using OpenFOAM.  
On the le< is a top down contour plot of relave velocity, and on the right is a relave velocity plot at the wake centreline 

compared to Maganga data CT=0.62, TI=0.14. 

Note that the wake velocity centreline recovers much quicker for the case with larger incident turbu-

lent intensity. Again the actuator disk CFD model appears to match the experimental data very well, 

and capture the different traits of the two experiments. 

 

 CFD populated empirical model 

The above sec3ons show the benefits of the analy3cal modelling approach (speed and simplicity) as 

well as the benefits of the CFD modelling approach (robustness and accuracy). The wake modelling 

approach employed here is a hybrid model consis3ng of high fidelity CFD wake solu3ons combined 

with an interpola3on scheme and lookup table. By running a matrix of CFD cases it is possible to create 

a database of CFD solu3ons which span the parameter space of interest. By using a barycentric inter-

pola3on scheme, wakes corresponding to points within this parameter space can be inferred from the 

solu3ons at the nearest defined points in the parameter space. 

Sandia has run a series of axisymmetric CFD solu3ons on a test matrix of 100 test condi3ons. Ten dif-

ferent thrust coefficients, and ten different turbulent intensi3es were simulated in prepara3on of this 

database. Ten thrust coefficient values were distributed evenly between 0.1 and 1.0, and ten turbulent 

intensity values were distributed between 0 and 0.3 with increased discre3za3on between 0.05 and 

0.2. The parameter space is illustrated below. 

CT = [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0] 

TI = [0.000, 0.050, 0.075, 0.100, 0.125, 0.150, 0.175, 0.200, 0.250, 0.300] 

 
In order to perform these calcula3ons, a custom version of the open-source CFD soNware package, 

OpenFOAM was created. The modifica3ons to OpenFOAM involved adding a volumetric force oppos-

ing the flow (a momentum sink) which was calculated using the following formula3on previously de-

veloped by Roc, 2013 (50). 

v � 12� �41 � �1 � �#1 � �1 � �#�3�H� 
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This formula3on takes advantage of momentum theory and the rela3ons �# � 4O�1 � O� and �H ��1 � O��5 in order to drop �5 from the typical drag equa3ons. Wri3ng force in this manner means 

that the only informa3on required about the turbine is the coefficient of thrust. 

This formula3on also uses the rela3onship between �H and �5 to eliminate the need for “infinity” 

values. The benefit of this is that in complex flows, it can be difficult to find an undisturbed spot in the 

flow from which to acquire reference values. By wri3ng the force equa3on only in terms of values at 

the disk loca3on, we eliminate the need to iden3fy such a loca3on. 

The above representa3on of the actuator disk force was implemented into OpenFOAM and the follow-

ing CFD calcula3ons were run using that model.  

With the database of cases populated, a Barycentric interpola3on rou3ne was wriCen. Given any value 

for CT or TI the nearest three points on the test matrix are located. Barycentric linear interpola3on is 

performed from those three points to the target point, resul3ng in an interpolated flow-field which is 

a func3on of the closest solu3ons available. 

By using interpola3on between the database entries, it should be possible to represent the basic flow 

condi3ons for any device parameters inside of the simulated range. However, mul3ple wake interac-

3ons and blockage effects due to the ground or riverbed walls will need to be included separately as 

an addi3onal model. 

Figure 3.17 below shows an interpolated solu3on for CT=0.82 and TI=0.09. The results are a weighted 

average using the table below. 

 

Table 3.4: Weigh�ng values for Figure 3.17 

Thrust Coefficient Turbulent Intensity Weigh3ng Factor 

0.8 0.075 0.4 

0.8 0.100 0.4 

0.9 0.100 0.2 

  

Figure 3.17: Example of the parametric interpolated solu�on. 
At the top is the interpolated wake velocity contour plot, and at the boLom is the centreline wake velocity. 
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The parametric CFD model was then tested against the Maganga data (51). Note that this is not a direct 

CFD calcula3on of the Maganga experiment. This is an interpolated solu3on from nearby results in the 

CFD database. 

CT=0.70, TI=0.046 CT=0.62, TI=0.14 
Figure 3.18: Parametric CFD model results. 
At the top is the interpolated wake velocity contour plot, and at the boLom is the centreline wake velocity compared to the 

Maganga data. 

 
The interpolated solu3ons from the database fit the data quite well; especially considering the high 

blockage ra3o’s present in the flume experiments that were not modelled within the CFD database. 

It should be noted that while Sandia’s database was populated using the above discre3za3on in pa-

rameter space, the DTOcean u3lity will allow for an arbitrary parameter space defined by the user. 

 

 CT calcula�on  

All of the above models depend on knowing the coefficient of thrust of the CEC to be modelled. Most 

of the 3me this is given by the experimentalists; however this is not always the case. For cases where 

this value is unknown (for the example the SAFL dataset), it is inferred from the flow characteris3cs. 

Momentum theory gives us the rela3onship between wake velocity and thrust coefficient, as shown 

in (48). 

�F � �1 � 2O��5 (3.45) 

�# � 4O�1 � O� (3.46) 
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Working from this you can get and expression for CT in terms of Uw. This rela3on is expressed below 

along with a plot in terms of Uw/Uinf and Udef. 

O � C1 � �F�5E /2 (3.47) 

�# � C1 � �F�5E C1 � �F�5E (3.48) 

 

Figure 3.19: CT vs. wake velocity/velocity deficit according to momentum theory. 

 
For cases where the coefficient of thrust is unknown, the above rela3on is used to infer this value. The 

table below shows a comparison of the thrust coefficient inferred from momentum theory and the 

value given by the experimentalists. It should be noted that this chart represents a crude es3mate 

based on the minimum wake velocity reported in the experiments. ONen, veloci3es cannot be meas-

ured at loca3ons less than 2-3 diameters downstream. 

 

Table 3.5: Thrust coefficients measured by experimentalists compared to the velocity backed out value. 

Case Given CT Min Uw/Uinf Inferred CT 

Maganga A (49) 0.70 0.584 0.659 

Maganga B (49) 0.62 0.74 0.452 

SAFL NA 0.05 0.9975 

Chilworth three-disc (52) 0.91 0.41 0.83 
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Table 3.5 above shows a comparison of the thrust coefficient value given by the experimentalists as 

compared to the value derived from wake velocity. The table shows that the inferred value is generally 

lower than the measured value. This may be due to turbulent mixing of the free stream into the wake 

velocity making the absorbed momentum appear to be lower. Indeed, in Case B of the Maganga data, 

where the turbulent intensity is very high, we see a difference of over 25%, however for the other, less 

turbulent cases, we see agreement of within 10%. For cases where a thrust coefficient is unknown, 

this table would indicate that the wake velocity approxima3on is typically within 10% of the measured 

value. 

 

 Ver�cal Blockage 

In an aCempt to model blockage effects, Sandia has run both axi-symmetric and 3D CFD calcula3ons 

of turbine flow under varying levels of constraint. 

Figure 3.20 shows contour lines of velocity at 95 percent of the inflow velocity for axi-symmetric sim-

ula3ons run with different blockage ra3os. For each run an inviscid wall was placed at a specific dis-

tance from the centreline such that the percent of flow obstructed by the actuator disk was between 

1% and 70%. The plot clearly shows that as the blockage ra3o increases, the wake reduces in length. 

This is explained by the fact that the increased blockage forces a faster flow around the periphery. The 

sped up flow mixes with the wake flow results in a faster wake recovery. 

 

Figure 3.20: Iso-lines where wake velocity equals 95% of inflow velocity from axi-symmetric CFD simula�ons. 

 
Figure 3.21 shows the 95% recovery distance along the centreline, ploCed against blockage ra3o, for 

the cases shown above. These results have been fit with a second order curve for modelling purposes. 

Figure 3.22 shows this same plot normalized by the Y-intersect of the curve fit. In effect, the curve fit 

in Figure 3.22 shows the ra3o of wake length of a blocked flow to that of an unblocked wake. From the 

current inves3ga3on, this ra3o is shown to be approximately: 0.489`� � 1.472` � 1.0 
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where B is the blockage ra3o. The wake solu3on obtained from the database lookup is scaled in the 

stream wise direc3on by this quan3ty. This is the blockage model algorithm implemented in the 3dal 

model. 

 

Figure 3.21: Second order curve fit for 95% recovery distance vs. blockage ra�o. 

 

Figure 3.22: Normalized second order fit of 95% recovery vs blockage ra�o. 

 

While the effects of total blockage have can be quan3fied the isolated effects of ver3cal blockage are 

not so easily understood. Figure 3.23 shows iso-lines of wake velocity equalling 90% of the inflow 

speed for a series of 3-dimensional calcula3ons. To simulate ver3cal channel blockage with negligible 

horizontal blockage, the following boundary condi3ons were used. A viscous wall was used as the floor 
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condi3on, while an inviscid wall was used for the top boundary. The top and boCom boundaries were 

placed such that the turbine diameter was 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% or 60% of the total domain 

height, and the turbine was cantered between them. Both sides of the simula3on we modelled as 

ouTlow boundary condi3ons, allowing for unconstrained flow in the horizontal direc3on. 

The figure shows that as of 18 diameters downstream, there is no no3ceable effect due to strictly 

ver3cal blockage. Because of this, no meaningful model for blockage in strictly the ver3cal direc3on 

could be developed. Further inves3ga3on may be conducted into the phenomenon of ver3cal block-

age, and if appropriate, a more meaningful model may someday replace the current formula3on. 

 

Figure 3.23: Iso-lines where wake velocity equals 90% of inflow velocity from 3D CFD simula�ons. 

 

 Yaw 

Since the CFD database was populated using simula3ons run under the actuator disk assump3on, the 

turbine is in effect treated as a con3nuum of resis3ng force. For the purposes of this applica3on, yaw 

is seen as strictly affec3ng the cross sec3onal area of the turbine, and thus the resul3ng wake. The 

current model implemented for turbine yaw effects simply scale the wake in the spanwise direc3on by 

a factor of ����∝�, where ∝ is the turbine yaw angle. 

As with the blockage model, further studies into this effect will be performed to iden3fy shortcomings 

of this representa3on and to quan3fy the uncertainty of this model. Should this model be deemed 

insufficient, it may be modified or replaced in the future. 

 

3.3.3.5 ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

This document describes the limita3ons associated with the theories and assump3ons implemented 

in the WP2 Tidal code, and hence its range of applicability. This qualita3ve exercise is the first step in 

the assessment of the tool’s uncertainty. 
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 Flow Field Modelling 

A very simple algebraic axi-symmetric wake model was developed by Jensen (53) to represent the 

velocity deficit behind a (wind) turbine. This model was further developed to incorporate a radial ve-

locity profile by Larsen (47). These wake models are fairly primi3ve and neglect many wake flow field 

characteris3cs such as upstream effects, and surrounding flow speed up due to conserva3on of mass. 

In addi3on to their shortcomings in modelling these features, they both require some assump3ons 

about the flow before they can give a result. The Jensen model requires a decay constant and the 

Larsen model requires the user to define a known velocity at a downstream loca3on. The resul3ng 

flow can be dras3cally affected by an inappropriate assump3on. 

Due to the speed requirements of the DTOcean project, it is not feasible to run high fidelity CFD calcu-

la3ons for the turbine array flow field. The method employed by the current model is to run CFD sim-

ula3ons for characteris3c flows and populate a lookup table from this data. By doing this, we create a 

simple, fast-running model which is accurate for a large array of cases. 

The database is populated with wake flows for a range of turbine thrust coefficients and incoming 

turbulent intensi3es. A barycentric interpola3on scheme is employed to extract data from this table 

for cases which lie in between parametric case points. The output of the database lookup is an axisym-

metric flow field of velocity and turbulence data. 

This wake model, however, is not without its own limita3ons. The database is limited to looking up 

points within its defined parameter space. There is no extrapola3on algorithm. Thus for points outside 

of the ini3al database defini3on, more points would need to be added to the database. 

Another limita3on of the database method is physical storage space. As points are added to the data-

base, or addi3on output variables stored, the database will grow. Currently the database stores 

stream-wise velocity, and turbulence intensity over a spa3al field of 20 turbine diameters by 4 diame-

ters. Wish spa3al discre3za3on of 0.025D, the database takes up about 200Mb decompressed. This 

size will scale linearly with an increased number of variables, discre3za3on, and domain size. 

 

 Wake interac�ons 

The core of the wake interac3on model is based on a rather simple Jensen model (53) to which the 

parametric expression of the wake decay has been subs3tuted with a CFD simula3on based dataset 

and which has been modified to follow streamlines composed the wakes’ trajectories rather than 

straight lines. Although these two addi3onal features make the model less approximate than a tradi-

3onal Jensen model, it s3ll has limita3ons in term of applicability. 

Several wake superimposi3on schemes will be tested during the model valida3on phase of this project 

(54). Nonetheless, the model, and thus wake interac3on, cannot account for non-hydrosta3c effects. 

Consequently, the influences of turbines siZng in near wakes or upstream in the close vicinity of the 

rotor will not be accurately modelled in the array’s performances and wake interac3ons. In prac3ce 

however, due to avoidance zones and maintenance ships safety requirements, those configura3ons 

are unlikely to occur. Note that this theore3cal limita3on applies for both momentum and turbulence 

flow characteris3cs. 
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From a hydrodynamics point of view, turbine wakes can be considered as stream tubes (55). Accord-

ingly, it has been assumed that wake’s centre-lines follow the streamline generated at hub loca3ons in 

the ini3al flow. This assump3on permits the model to account for the influence of the flow advec3on 

on the wake expansion as well as to consider the distance between turbines rela3ve to their wake 

centre-line. Nevertheless, its numerical implementa3on may not work in highly rota3onal flows with 

recurrent eddies. In prac3ce however, such flows tend to be avoided as they would require complex 

control of the machines as well as generated “chao3c” input to the drive train and hence enhanced 

loading and fa3gue to the en3re converter. 

Addi3onally, structure induced wakes are not accounted for in the present model. Device structure 

may include a pile, nacelle, founda3on, floa3ng structure or any other component apart from the 

blades themselves. This assump3on may impact the overall energy balance assessment of the system 

and wake interac3on characterisa3on which, respec3vely, might introduce inaccuracy in modelled im-

pact and resource assessments. 

 

 Horizontal-boundary assump�ons 

Lease’s horizontal/lateral boundaries/limits are considered open thus, as far as the model is con-

cerned, no horizontal boundary effects are accounted for nor modelled. This assump3on may lead to 

spurious results for configura3on where the deployment is close to the edge of a constraint site (such 

as a channel) or where the upstream row of the array layout densely covers the width of the channel 

(e.g. approximately less than rotor-diameter lateral spacing between devices). In such case, blockage 

effects on the overall array performance will be under-es3mated. Yet in prac3se, considering mainte-

nance and environmental requirements, this type of configura3on is likely to be avoided. 

Whelan (56) developed a 1-d analy3cal solu3on for an infinite array permiZng to inves3gate the in-

fluence of the blockage effects on the percentage reduc3on in downstream free surface eleva3on. 

Based on this model, it has been showed during the PerawaC project that the downstream impact of 

an infinite row of turbines at a lateral spacing of two rotor diameters can be considered negligible. Yet 

this assump3on seems valid only when the fluid is subcri3cal or tranquil, that is when the Froude 

number Fr < 1, where vK � O
√:1

. Nonetheless, and similarly to the current code, the previous example 

does not address the possibility of upstream flow diversion away from the array and in situa3ons 

where, for example, an array is situated between an island and the main land, the upstream effect of 

the array should be considered (57). 

 

 Ver�cal-dimension assump�ons 

The current model does not resolve the velocity ver3cal profile per se but assumes its shape based on 

power-law formulas (see Sec3on 3.3.3), therefore, one should expect increased discrepancies in non-

ideal sites with, for instance, reverse shear and abnormal ver3cal stra3fica3on due steep density 

and/or temperature gradients. In addi3on, wake influences on ver3cal profiles are not accounted for. 

As discussed earlier and due to the open horizontal-boundary assump3on, Whelan’s correc3on 

method for blockage effects cannot be used in this model yet its Froude limit (i.e. Fr < 1) s3ll applies. 

Poten3al-flow approach should applied as suggested by the PerawaC project (57), however, for the 
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sake of computa3onal 3me, a purely empirical approach has been chosen. Accordingly, based on San-

dia’s CFD model series of various ver3cal blockage ra3os (i.e. rotor-diameter divided by the water col-

umn height), either a Ct or wake-shape correc3on formula will be developed. 

 

 Device yawing 

The current model accounts for yawing of devices from both the performance and wake points of 

views yet with two different approaches. The influence of yawing on performance is accounted for by 

correc3ng the actuator disc surface area to be the “apparent” rotor surface area. This apparent surface 

can be defined as the projec3on of the actuator disc surface onto the plane perpendicular to the inflow 

velocity vector. The influence of yawing however shall be accounted for in a similar fashion to the 

ver3cal blockage effects, that is, through an empirical correc3on of the Ct and/or turbine diameter. 

The axi-symmetric wake from the CFD database will be scaled in the span-wise direc3on to represent 

the narrower cross sec3on of a yawed turbine and the resul3ng narrower wake.  

Consequently, in the case of performance, limita3ons will occur for turbines with ducted design and/or 

yaw-specific control. In the case of the wake, the main assump3on here is that the hydrodynamic be-

haviour and rela3ve shape of the wake shall stay the same and that only its dimensions would change 

accordingly to Ct and/or turbine diameter. Extensive CFD simula3ons, experiments and/or in-situ 

measurements are required to either infirm or confirm such assump3ons. 

 

 FUNCTIONALITY TESTING AND VERIFICATION 

The verifica3on of WP2 tool is carried out by comparing the results with WAMIT and Nemoh. 

 

 NOTE ON THE LOSSES ACROSS WP3-6 TO APPLY ON THE RESULTS FROM WP2 

When running the DTOcean soNware, the energy produc3on es3mates suffer sequen3al updates as 

the simula3on moves from one computa3onal module to the next one. As it was explained before, the 

computa3onal module WP2 ini3ates the annual energy produc3on calcula3on by considering the in-

fluence of the hydrodynamic interac3ons. 

 

Once the electrical network is defined, in WP3, it will have an associated value of transmission losses 

that will reduce the energy output from the devices. The WP3 module aims to meet the power losses 

recommenda3ons as defined by the European public consulta3on on the Treatment of Electricity 

Losses by Network Operators, which set a total network power loss upper limit of 4% (58).  

 

From WP5 and WP6 comes the other reduc3on on power output: down3me losses. The down3me can 

be related to the devices or to other components of the array (cables, moorings, etc.). When a fault 

occurs, or even when preven3ve maintenance is being conducted, a device or component will stop 

opera3ng. Depending on the device or component, and on the fault type, other array components 

may also be affected in a way that reduces the power transmiCed. 
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The determina3on of when the faults occur is done in the WP6 module, using the outputs of the Reli-

ability theme. With this informa3on, a maintenance schedule is compiled, which includes correc3ve 

and preven3ve maintenance opera3ons. From WP5, the required logis3cs are assessed, including the 

dura3on of the opera3on, and the wai3ng 3me related with weather windows. The down3me is then 

the result of the percentage of power not generated during: 

• the 3me the component is not working 

• the 3me it takes to get a maintenance team there, including the wai3ng 3me to get an appro-

priate weather window 

o or conversely to take the component to harbour for maintenance, also subject to 

weather windows 

• the 3me it takes to repair or subs3tute the faulty component 

• in the case the maintenance is performed on shore, the 3me it takes to re-install the repaired 

component (also subject to weather windows). 

Although the data inputs in work package 2 are 3me series, the output of energy produc3on that is 

passed on to subsequent work packages is the resul3ng sta3s3cal analysis. Thus, the down3me calcu-

lated in WP6 will be an average value that will be applied to the energy produc3on.  

However, depending on the type of maintenance, it can be assumed that there are different values of 

down3me: 

Unplanned maintenance has a higher associated down3me: lead 3mes, mobiliza3on/demobiliza3on 

and wai3ng 3mes all occur when the component is not working. 

For planned maintenance, the only element of down3me is when the component is being repaired9. 

Furthermore, the maintenance can be scheduled for periods of low energy produc3on, not only to 

decrease the loss of power, but also because less energe3c weather condi3ons/sea states are neces-

sary for mari3me opera3ons. 

Down3me is one of the areas in the marine energy sector that is the focus for cost of energy reduc3on, 

due to its impacts on the LCOE. From Table 2.2, the target availability10 for second arrays is between 

85% and 98%. First arrays are expected to have a significant lower availability than the first commercial 

projects, and current projects have a very low value (5; 24). 

 

For the purpose of the analysis on the next sec3on, however, the values of energy output used will be 

those that result from the calcula3ons on the WP2 module. 

  

                                                           
9 Hotswitching (i.e., direct subs tu on in one unique opera on) can reduce greatly the down me for both 

planned and unplanned maintenance. 
10 Availability is the inverse of down me losses (Availability = 1-[down me losses]) 
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4 SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS OF ENERGY OUTPUT AND LCOE VARIATION WITH ARRAY CHANGES 

The following sec3on details two case studies used to demonstrate the applicability of WP2 module. 

These case studies are based on the Scenarios defined within DTOcean, which will be used for valida-

3on of the final tool. 

 

4.1 WAVE: SCENARIO 3: AEGIR SHETLAND WAVE FARM  

 SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 

4.1.1.1 TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC DATA 

 Descrip�on 

The machine used for this scenario is the Pelamis WEC, produced by Pelamis Wave Power. The figure 

below shows the device in opera3on at the EMEC test site. 

The machine is composed by five cylindrical sec3ons of equal length, interconnected by four universal 

joints, which allow the rota3on in pitch and yaw of each sec3on. 

Figure 4.1: (Top) Pelamis in opera�on at the EMEC test site. (BoKom) simplified model of the Pelamis with descrip�on of 

the generalised degree of freedom. 
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 Dimensions 

The device is approx. 195 m long and 5.5 m wide. The dimensions are indica3ve for a 4 joints machine 

as shown in Figure 4.1 (Top) (59). For the sake of simplicity, a three sec3on machine is used for the 

case study (see Figure 4.1 BoCom).  

 
Table 4.1: Pelamis dimensions 

Dimensions Pelamis (59) Simplified Pelamis  

Length 195 m 60 m 

Diameter 5.5 m 5 m 

Number of joints 4 2 

 

 Watch circle 

The minimum distance between devices depends on the water depth and on the internal grid network 

solu3on. As an indica3ve solu3on, it is possible to use the following watch area dimensions: 

• Across row spacing – column width: 500 m 

• Between row spacing – row width: 400 m 

 

 Addi�onal requirements 

The Pelamis is designed to be moored in waters approximately 50-70 m in depth (60). 

 

 Performance of isolated device 

The Pelamis’ power matrix is reported in the next table. The colour map indicates in green the low 

power regions and in red the high power regions. 
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Table 4.2. Power produced in kW by the Pelamis for different sea state condi�ons defined by Te and Hs. (59) 

Power Matrix (kW) for the Pelamis  

Hs(m)\
Te(s) 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11 11,5 12 12,5 13 

0,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 22 29 34 37 38 38 37 35 32 29 26 23 21 0 0 0 

1,5 32 50 65 76 83 86 86 83 78 72 65 59 53 47 42 37 33 

2 57 88 115 136 148 153 152 147 138 127 116 104 93 83 74 66 59 

2,5 89 138 180 212 231 238 238 230 216 199 181 163 146 130 116 103 92 

3 129 198 260 305 332 340 332 315 292 266 240 219 210 188 167 149 132 

3,5 0 270 354 415 438 440 424 404 377 362 326 292 260 230 215 202 180 

4 0 0 462 502 540 546 530 499 475 429 384 366 339 301 267 237 213 

4,5 0 0 544 635 642 648 628 590 562 528 473 432 382 356 338 300 266 

5 0 0 0 739 726 731 707 687 670 607 557 521 472 417 369 348 328 

5,5 0 0 0 750 750 750 750 750 737 667 658 586 530 496 446 395 355 

6 0 0 0 0 750 750 750 750 750 750 711 633 619 558 512 470 415 

6,5 0 0 0 0 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 743 658 621 579 512 481 

7 0 0 0 0 0 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 676 613 584 525 

7,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 686 622 593 

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 690 625 

 

4.1.1.2 SITE DATA CHARACTERISATION 

 Deployment area 

The lease area for the array deployment is shown in Figure 4.2. The vertex loca3on is detailed below. 

The data is provided in UTM coordinates star3ng from point A and moving forward. 

Table 4.3. Coordinates of the 5-nodes delimi�ng the lease area for Scenario 3. 

Vertex N (°,’,”) W (°,’,”) 
A 60 2 54.373 -1 32 23.707 

B 60 2 48.142 -1 23 48.911 

C 59 58 33.547 -1 22 19.204 

D 59 56 59.436 -1 22 48.290 

E 59 57 6.113 -1 32 20.175 
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Figure 4.2: Lease area for Scenario 3. The lease area corresponds to the inner region delimited by the red line. 
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 Bathymetry 

The bathymetry around the lease area is presented in the figure below (61). 

 

Figure 4.3: Bathymetry for Scenario 3. 3D representa�on of the seabed surface. 

 

 Metocean condi�ons 

The 3me series of Hs, Te and dir are available but they can currently not be used due to the absence 

of a sa3sfactory non-disclosure agreement. 

In order to overcome the unavailability of the metocean condi3on, the data from West Lewis (scenario 

1) is used instead. 

The data presents a main wave direc3on of 270°, with most of the wave energy located in the range 

220°-320°. 

 

 ENERGY OUTPUT VARIATIONS DUE TO ARRAY CHANGES 

This scenario was run11 for 5 cases, by changing the number of WECs across the lease area: 

• 2 devices 

• 5 devices 

• 10 devices 

• 20 devices 

• 50 devices 

                                                           
11 It’s important to note that while these values have been computed using the WP2 module, this was done 

before said module has been verified. 
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The array layout is presented on Figure 4.4 below. 

   
wave_case0: 2 devices wave_case1: 5 devices wave_case2: 10 devices 

  
wave_case3: 20 devices wave_case4: 50 devices 

Figure 4.4: Array layouts for Scenario 3  
Blue arrow indicates wave direcon 

 

In terms of energy produc3on, the WP2 module outputs the AEP by device. For all 5 cases, the results 

are presented on the figure below, normalized to the average produc3on by case. The graph shows 

that there is interac3on between devices; more strongly felt the more devices are fiCed in the same 

area. 
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Figure 4.5: Device Produc�on Varia�on, normalized to the average produc�on 

 
The AEP for each case is detailed in the table below, and the representa3on of what it means in terms 

of average output per device is shown in Figure 4.6. 

 
Table 4.4: Energy output for all cases in Scenario 3 

Case Number of devices Project Capacity (MW) AEP1 (GWh) 

wave_case0 2 1.5 10.51 

wave_case1 5 3.75 25.34 

wave_case2 10 7.5 47,96 

wave_case3 20 15 104,62 

wave_case4 50 37.5 263,80 
1 This figure doesn’t include PTO efficiency, transmission or down�me losses 

 

 
Figure 4.6: Average energy output per device 
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Device interac3ons for the case of 5 and 10 devices reduce the average power of the farm, in the order 

of 5 to 10% reduc3on. For the other cases the average produc3on is almost equal, with the case of 50 

devices producing slightly more energy on average. However, taking into considera3on Figure 4.5, this 

case present more variability between devices. 

 

 SIMPLIFIED LCOE VARIATIONS DUE TO ARRAY CHANGES 

Using the data from (5) for first arrays, the total lifecycle costs12 for the different cases was calculated 

(Figure 4.7). How the CAPEX and OPEX influence these costs is presented on Figure 4.8. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Total life�me costs for Scenario 3 

 

Figure 4.8: Capex and Opex distribu�on for Scenario 3 

                                                           
12 Assuming a discount rate of 10%, in a 20 year project 
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Using the total lifecycle costs, and the energy output, the LCOE can be calculated, following Equa3on 

(3.1). The graph below shows the simplified LCOE, which assumes no losses beyond those calculated 

on WP2, for the Total Lifecycle Costs ranges. The lowest value of LCOE is in line with the highest energy 

output – the case of 50 devices. However, there are other solu3ons with a similar value, meaning that 

the developer could make the choice of star3ng small, to eventually build up to bigger arrays. 

 

Figure 4.9: LCOE varia�on 

To further look into the impact of energy output on the LCOE, Figure 4.10 compares the LCOE using 

average cost figures and different availability figures to the maximum LCOE of the previous graph. It is 

important to note that an availability of 50%13 can drive the LCOE up more than the case where the 

maximum costs are assumed.  

 

Figure 4.10: LCOE varia�on for different availability/energy output cases 

                                                           
13 Which in this case can be also made to include other losses such as transmission and PTO. 
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4.2 TIDAL: SCENARIO 5: SOUND OF ISLAY 

 SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 

Scenario 5 corresponds to a 3dal energy converter array located in the Sound of Islay, between the 

islands of Islay and Jura on the west coast of Scotland. The technologies under considera3on are sea-

bed mounted horizontal axis turbine. Moreover, the power produc3on of the overall array is es3mated 

at 10 MW. 

 

4.2.1.1 TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC DATA 

 Descrip�on 

The turbine considered for this scenario is the HS1000, developed by Andritz Hydro Hammerfest (see 

Figure 4.11). The device is rated at 1MW and is variable pitch, fully submerged and seabed mounted 

3dal turbine.  

The HS1000 model has a nacelle that can rotate 180° to beCer face oncoming 3de and blades that can 

reverse their pitch to work with both flood and ebb 3des. The 26m diameter rotor is supported via a 

sloping tower and tripod structure fixed to the seabed using gravity ballast in the legs. (62) 

The lease area is near Port Askaig and seabed cables will connect the devices to a substa3on south of 

Port Askaig at Traigh Bhan. 

 

Figure 4.11: Andritz Hydro Hammerfest HS1000 

 Dimensions 

The dimensions for the HS1000 turbine are reported in the following table: 
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Table 4.5. HS1000 turbine’s dimensions. (62) 

Dimensions and 

clearances 
Andritz Hydro Hammerfest HS1000 

Hub height 26m 

Rotor diameter 26m 

Tip height 39m 

 

 Watch circle 

The maximum width of the Andritz Hydro Hammerfest HS1000 device is equal to the rotor diameter 

(i.e., 26m). At maximum yaw angle the rotor plane will be aligned with the downstream length of the 

support structure. As such the maximum length of the device is 35m (22m long tripod plus 13m rotor 

radius and assuming the rotor is centred over the front two legs of the tripod) (62).   

Devices are being spaced 1.5 diameters laterally and 20 diameters downstream (62). 

 

 Addi�onal requirements 

The HS1000 is restricted to water depth larger than 52.6 m. Addi3onal requirement on the under keel 

clearance for the HS1000 device which needs to be at least 13.6 m (62). 

 

 Performance of isolated device 

No performance data is available for either device. However the same generic power curve and con-

sidera3ons provided for Scenario 2 can also be u3lised for this scenario.  

 

4.2.1.2 SITE DATA CHARACTERISATION 

 Deployment area 

The site boundaries are shown in red in Figure 4.12. The UTM coordinates of the boundary corners are 

given in Table 4.6. These coordinates can be found in OS Na3onal Grid and WGS84 DD format in the 

nontechnical statement (2010 Version) (62). 
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Figure 4.12: Sound of Islay lease area.  
The lease area corresponds to the inner region delimited by the red line. 

 
Table 4.6. Coordinates for the 5-nodes delimi�ng the lease area for Scenario 5. 

 WGS84 UTM 29N 

Boundary Eas3ng Northing 

A 681462.72 6192834.6 

B 681664.39 6192867.5 

C 681708.52 6192753.95 

D 681819.34 6192258.89 

E 681940.52 6191294.31 

F 681741.16 6191269.42 

G 681570.02 6192328.32 

 
The ra3o between the lease area and the channel area is set to one because the lease area covers 

most of the passage area. 
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 Bathymetry 

The coverage of the bathymetry data is shown in Figure 4.13 whilst the surrounding coast can be seen 

in Figure 4.12. The coastline is predominantly rocky and steeply sloping down to the water line. The 

seabed is predominantly bedrock, boulders and gravel (63). 

 

Figure 4.13: Sound of Islay lease area.  
The lease area corresponds to the inner region delimited by the red line. 

 

 Metocean condi�ons and other site parameters 

Data on the metocean condi3ons has been successfully collected. However the data is covered by a 

Non-Disclosure Agreement in place between ScoZsh Power Renewables and IT Power. 

For the 3me being, an average stream of 1.5m/s parallel to the long side of the lease area is considered. 

Both posi3ve and nega3ve direc3on are used with homogeneous probability of occurrence. 

The turbulence intensity is assumed to be 0.1 for the whole area. 

The sea surface eleva3on is assumed to be +3meter, with respect to the bathymetry for the whole 

area. 
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The Velocity Shear exponent used the velocity power law for the es3ma3on of the ver3cal velocity 

profile is assumed to be 7; in addi3on the Manning number of the whole area is assumed to be 0.003. 

As stated above all these parameters are es3mated based on general considera3on, due to the ab-

sence of site data. 

 

 ENERGY OUTPUT VARIATIONS DUE TO ARRAY CHANGES 

Based on the previously presented scenario, the WP2 module was run14 to determine the energy pro-

duc3on across a small number of cases, to illustrate the influence of array changes on energy output. 

An average flow velocity of 1.65 m/s was used for this scenario. 

Like in the wave scenario, the 3dal submodel was run for 5 cases: 

• 2 devices 

• 5 devices 

• 10 devices 

• 20 devices 

• 50 devices 

     
3dal_case0: 

2 devices 

3dal_case1: 

5 devices 

3dal_case2: 

10 devices 

3dal_case3: 

20 devices 

3dal_case2: 

50 devices 
Figure 4.14: Array layout for Scenario 5 
The blue arrow indicates flow direcon 

The figure above shows the device distribu3on for all the cases – how they are distributed in the lease 

area. The blue arrow shows the direc3on of the flow. 

                                                           
14 It’s important to note that while these values have been computed using the WP2 module, this was done 

before said module has been verified. 
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The wake effects were also analysed, and Figure 4.15 (leN) shows how they align for the 20 devices 

case. S3ll using the array layout for the 20 devices case, the representa3on of the energy produc3on 

of each device is represented on the right – bubble size representa3ve of AEP. 

      

Figure 4.15: Wake distribu�on (le7) and energy produc�on per device (right), with layout representa�on for Scenario 5, 

case 20 devices  

 
The aggregated results for all cases, i.e. the energy produc3on by device for each case, is presented on 

Figure 4.16, normalized to the average produc3on by case., to show the interac3on for 3dal energy, as 

the direc3on of the flow and whether there are turbines upstream have a big influence on the final 

output. The 0 values on the graph below correspond to devices with are aligned with the wake of 

another, and are assumed to not be producing. 
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Figure 4.16: Device Produc�on Varia�on, normalized to the average produc�on 

 

Based on this variability, the average energy output by device (Figure 4.17), shows that the case of 20 

devices produces more energy than the other cases. 

 

Figure 4.17: Average energy output per device 
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The following table summarizes the results of energy output for Scenario 5. 

 

Table 4.7: Energy output for all cases in Scenario 5 

Case Number of devices Project Capacity (MW) AEP1 (GWh) 

2dal_case0 2 2 4,14 

2dal_case1 5 5 10,57 

2dal_case2 10 10 22,42 

2dal_case3 20 20 53,58 

2dal_case4 50 50 98,93 
1 This figure doesn’t include transmission or down�me losses 

 

 SIMPLIFIED LCOE VARIATIONS DUE TO ARRAY CHANGES 

A simplified LCOE analysis was also conducted for the Scenario 5, also using the data presented on 

Table 2.2 for first arrays. 

 

The total lifecycle costs15 for each case in Scenario 5 are presented on Figure 4.18 and the con-

tribtuoion of CAPEX and OPEX on Figure 4.19, which are similar to that of wave energy. 

 

Figure 4.18: Total Lifecycle costs for Scenario 5 

 

                                                           
15 Assuming a discount rate of 10%, in a 20 year project 
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Figure 4.19: Capex and Opex distribu�on for Scenario 5 

 

However, when combined with a different energy output profile, the results for LCOE also differ (Figure 

4.20). The difference between different cases is more strongly felt for the maximum cost analysis, 

which indicates that the energy output has a big impact on the LCOE. To further illustrate this, the 

analysis for different levels of output (with the introduc3on of a broad availability factor) was com-

pared to the maximum cost scenario, showing that having an availability of about 60% has the same 

effect on LCOE of rising the costs from the average scenario to the maximum. 

 

Figure 4.20: LCOE varia�on 
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Figure 4.21: LCOE varia�on for different availability/energy output cases 

 

Like in the wave energy scenario, the op3mal case in regards with LCOE corresponds to the higher 

energy produc3on one. However, in this case it’s not the maximum amount of devices that could be 

fiCed in an area – the case for 50 devices shows a big decrease in energy capture, due to some turbines 

being directly in line with the wake of upstream ones. 
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5 SUMMARY 

This deliverable provided an overview of the economics of marine energy arrays, approaching the two 

sides of the equa3on: costs and energy produc3on. 

While the costs of marine energy devices and associated projects are s3ll subject to high uncertainty, 

DTOcean aims to develop a suite of tools that can be used to assess the economic viability of projects 

and to aid developers in designing a project that will have a low Levelized Cost of Energy. The method-

ology that is used in the tool to determine costs and LCOE is in line with standard prac3ses in the 

industry. Although cos3ng is done at a work package level, the final economic indicator – LCOE – is 

calculated taking into considera3on the system-wide costs and impacts on electricity genera3on. 

 

On the cost side, and with regards to the elements that are outputs of work package 2, there is not an 

impact on the cost of the devices, beyond that of a linear rela3onship with the number of devices. 

Cost savings from serial produc3on are bound to occur. But within the context of DTOcean devices are 

treated as another component in the project – with an associated commercial price and unchanging 

characteris3cs, so if these savings are transferred to the project developer, it will be up to the end user 

to update this cost value. 

Although there is no effect on device costs, the outputs of work package 2 in terms of array layout will 

constrain the decisions made downstream the tool workflow. This means that while a certain layout 

may look promising from a hydrodynamic point of view – with low hydrodynamic losses, it may imply 

extra costs on other subsystems that can negate the gains from extra energy output. 

 

The hydrodynamic models used to assess the interac3on between devices and determine the best 

layout have been detailed in this document. The two submodels were then used to generate case 

studies for two scenarios, in order to illustrate the impact of costs and of energy output on the Lev-

elized cost of energy.  
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